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Summary

The knowledge of dislocation mechanisms by which plastic 

deformation nt_y relax the stresses concentrated at the tip of a 

cleavage crack in crystals is of fundamental importance to control 

fracture in materials of technological application.

A propagating crack leaves, on the cleavage surfaces, 

characteristic traces due to the multiplication and movement of 

dislocations nucleated ahead of the crack tip, as discussed in 

chapter 1.

One of the purposes of this thesis is to make a comprehensive 

study of the changes in surface markings accompanying accelerations 

and decelerations of a propagating cleavage crack in alkali halides, 

and to relate the resulting plastic deformation with these surface 

struct ures.

With this aim in mind, the regions limited by successive 

stopped crack fronts are studied by several techniques, described in 

chapters 2 and 5, These techniques comprise a wide range of 

magnification: from macramethods like optical microscopy to 

m icromethods like electron microscopy of decorated replicas, which 

allow the observation of monoatomic structures.

In this connexion a new technique, described in chapter 3,is 

developed which permits, in most cases, the determination of the sign 

of el ementary steps. This technique constitutes an important advance 

since possible modifications of cleavage structures due to the heat-



activated movement of dislocations are avoided and the resolution 

attainable by decoration is improved.

The results of these complementary experiments are 

described in chapter lt.

X-ray topography studies are particularly efficient to 

determine the slip systems activated by the propagating crack as 

discussed in chapter 5.

Prom these chapters an integral picture of the phenomena 

accompanying unsteady crack propagation is envisaged. Dislocation 

nechanisms responsible for the formation of the cleavage structures 

are discussed in chapter 6.

The possibility of quantitative measurements which would 

allow a theoretical analysis of the subject is discussed in 

chapter 7.
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Introduction

1.1, General

The knowledge of the mechanisms controlling fracture in 

solids is a topic of technological interest as there is an ever 

increasing demand for improved high strength engineering materials: 

alloys, ceramics or glasses. Among these mechanisms, those by which 

the propagation of cracks can be stopped are of particular interest.

It has long been recognized that in crystalline materials 

plastic deformation can accompany the propagation of a crack otherwise 

regarded as brittle. Under favourable conditions, this plastic flew 

can slow dewn a crack or impede its propagation.

The purpose of the research to be described in this thesis 

is to make a comprehensive study of the surface structures associated 

with plastic deformation accompanying the propagation of cleavage 

cracks in ionic crystals for a wide scale of crack propagation velocities. 

It is particularly relevant to this approach to review the work on 

aspects of the discontinuous propagation of cleavage cracks in ionic 

crystals.

It is impossible to start such a survey without mentioning 

seme of the salient points of bulk fracture mechanics, but it is 

beyond the scope of this work either to review the vast literature 

in this field accumulated in the last thirty years or to present an 

historic accoufrt of the evolution of knowledge on the subject.

In 1920 Griffith (1) established the basis of fracture 

mechanics analysis. He was the first to recognize the importance 

of pre-existing flaws or small cracks, in the fracture of isotropic



materials. He calculated the critical stress ° c necessary to propagate 

a pre-existing crack of length c in an elastic isotropic material by 

minimizing the potential energy

a > c K

E = Young's modulus 

y : surface energy per unit area

K ¡elasticconstant of the material; it depends upon the way in 

whi ch the body is stressed,

Ihis equation was derived using mcrosoopic thermodynamical 

arguments, but from an analysis of interatomic forces Orcwan (2) 

demonstrated that when a crystal is loaded in tension with a stress 

equal in magnitude to that given by Griffith equation, the stress 

concentration at the tip of the crack reaches the theoretical strength 

at which fracture is bound to occur.

Griffith equation can be used even for crystalline anisotropic 

materials if the surface energy term Y is modified to include the 

contribution of both plastic deformation (3) Yp and the energy of 

formation of cleavage steps Yc (4)

Ye = Y + Yp + Yc

Besides, once fracture has started, the kinetic energy of the 

propagating crack must be taken into account. Mott(5) was the first 

to point out that the sum of the kinetic, elastic and surface energies 

must be conserved as the crack spreads.

'Ihe surface energy of the Griffith equation depends on 

temperature and strain rate. Stroh (6) took into account this dependence
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and proposed a model for a propagating crack which shows a transition 

from brittle to ductile behaviour as the temperature is raised; his 

model is a development of one previously proposed by Gilman (3).

A knowledge of the stress field around a crack tip is essential 

to  understand plastic relaxation and crack propagation. Rice (7) and 

others (8) working on strain fields in elastic-plastic and strain 

hardening solids, applied a contour integral method to find the stress 

and strain distribution around crack tips.

Recently Andrews (9) developed a fracture mechanics theory 

whi ch gives fracture criteria for solids without limitations as to 

their linearity, elastic behaviour, or infinitesimal strain. He 

s uggests that his theory is the only one in which the unloading of 

elastic materials is taken into account, while previous workers, i.e. 

Rice, consider only the loading of materials (non-linear elastic 

situation).

1.1.2. Unsteady cleavage crack propagation

The ability of a cleavage crack to propagate in a crystalline 

material depends upon the relationship between the orientation of the 

cleavage plane and the orientation of the planes in which slip can 

occur in that particular structure, If the stresses concentrated ahead 

o f the crack tip have a non vanishing component on these slip planes, 

some plastic relaxation of the elastic strain energy stored up in the 

crystal will occur,

Gilman (10) and Forty (11) were the first to show that 

these resolved shear stresses are large enough to nucleate dislocations 

j ust ahead of slowly moving cracks in lithium fluoride and sodium chloride 

sing le crystals, even in dislocation-free regions of the crystals.

They showed that the velocity of propagation of the crack
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relative to the rate at which the surrounding structure can deform 

plastically is of fundamental importance in determining the amount of 

plastic flow that will accompany crack propagation. Furthermore Gilman 

et al. C12) derived a critical crack propagation velocity of 6x103 cm/seg 

below which plastic relaxation of the stresses concentrated at the tip 

of a cleavage crack should occur in lithium fluoride crystals. Similarly 

Forwood (4) derived a value of 104cm/seg for sodium chloride crystals. 

Further work by Forwood and Lawn (14) confirmed by Bums and Webb (15) 

showed that slip on longitudinal slip systems (defined in Fig. 1.1) does 

occur above that critical velocity for lithium fluoride crystals.

t  coon

L)M011) C01Ü h  >(101) clou
L2 *«0Tl ) C0113 T2 >(101> C101]

0, - d i o )  cito)
Oj>(HO) Cl 10]

Fig. 1.1. Relationship between longitudinal and transverse 

slip planes for a (001) crack propagating in the 

[lOO] direction.

Lp Lj = longitudinal systems 

Tp T2 = transverse systems 

Dp D2 = diagonal systems
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By the use of different techniques Forty (11) and Gilman (16) 

found that the regions of the cleavage surfaces where a cleavage crack 

has stopped are marked by a zone of intense plastic deformation due to 

the presence of multitudes of dislocation half-loops; in the case of 

the face centered cubic ionic materials on which they were working the 

loops lie in the (110) planes. These loops are created ahead of the 

crack tip and are severed as the crack proceeds. The edge components 

of the dislocation loops lie parallel to the surface a few microns belcw 

it and are responsible for the polygonization observed in the deformation 

bands. Shall cleavage steps stem from the deformation bands and 

originate in the screw components of the dislocation loops. (13).

Crack propagation velocity is also of fundamental importance 

in determining the mode of plastic deformation.

From X-ray topography studies of lithium fluoride single 

crystals, Forwood and Lawn (14) observed that the longitudinal and 

transverse slip systems are active for a crack propagating at low 

velocities, while only the longitudinal systems appear for fast 

cleavages. Deformation bands in lithium fluoride crystals were found 

to be formed by dislocation loops of both transverse and longitudinal 

systems by Bums and Webb (17), though they only mention longitudinal 

systems in more recent work (15),

There is no agreement in the literature about the relationship 

between cleavage steps and plastic deformation. On one hand Forwood 

and Lawn (14) related the origin of the transverse mode of deformation 

to the presence of high cleavage steps. On the other hand, Bums and 

Webb (17) found that the slip observed in their X-ray topography experiments 

i s not appreciably affected by cleavage steps.

Several mechanisms involving dislocation movement have been

3
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pro posed to explain plastic deformation during crack propagation. Based 

on ideas due to Washburn, Gorum and Parker (18) , Bums and Webb (19) 

propo sed a nodel in which dislocation loops are pushed along by the 

stresses ahead of the crack tip and can be thus carried over for distances 

of the order of centimeters.

From fracture dynamics analysis they suggested that the number 

o f  dislocations carried over by the stresses around a crack tip is a 

characteristic parameter of the local plastic flow at the crack tip 

during cleavage. They measured the surface energy and the plastic deformation 

contribution to the effective fracture surface energy. They observed 

the dynamics of cleavage of lithium fluoride crystals with high speed 

cinematography and dislocation mechanisms of dissipation were deduced 

from studies of etch pit patterns. Besides, they observed decorated 

replicas of lithium fluoride cleavage surfaces in the electron microscope. 

They suggested that the surface structure associated with a hesitating 

crack is characterized by a vey high density of elementary steps parallel 

to the [lOO] crack propagation direction (longitudinal steps). They 

suggested that neighbouring steps are of alternate signs and form pairs 

similar to the V's observed for cleavages propagating at high velocities.

It is proposed in their paper that 90 % of those elementary steps are 

not associated with dislocations running with the crack tip and do not 

contribute to plastic deformation.

It is generally accepted that a typical V or lightning pattern 

i s the microscopic surface structure left by a cleavage crack running 

a t  high velocity in a direction slightly off the [100] direction in 

sodium chloride, magnesium oxide and lithium fluoride crystals. Dislocation 

processes associated with the lightning structure aroused the interest
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of several authors, i.e. Bethge (20), Forwood and Forty (21), Robins 

et al. (22), Levi (23), Burns and Webb (15), It is agreed that one of 

the arms of such V's is formed as a cleavage step and the other is 

related to dislocation motion when it is parallel to [lOO] .No agreement 

in the interpretation of this structure is found when both arms follow 

irrational directions.

Some other features associated with discontinuous cleavage 

crack propagation are worth mentioning.

Transverse fracture markings generated by unsteady cleavage 

velocities have been considered in detail by Bum s  (24) who correlated 

the positions of the transverse markings with the nodes of the flexural 

vibrations in crystals cleaved with a double angle wedge, mounted on 

a heavy pendulum.

Plastic deformation occurring during cleavage of composite 

sodium chloride crystals containing precipitates in the form of gold 

platelets was thoroughly studied by Forwood (21). He proposed that 

a suitable distribution of particles of a second phase is effective 

in slowing down or even impeding a cleavage crack not only because 

of  direct interaction but mainly because of the plastic deformation 

blunting the tip of the crack.

When studying the cleavage mode of fracture the healing process 

cannot be overlooked. Ihis healing process occurs because the elastic 

stre sses concentrated at the tip of a crack relax into the surrounding 

crystal lattice and the front of the crack retreats. Forty (12) and 

Forty and Forwood (25) studied the perfection and amount of healing 

for naturally and artificially healed cracks in lithium fluoride and 

sodium chloride crystals.
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This review is by no means an exhaustive one but it gives an 

idea on the salient features of the available information and the 

variety of approaches by which unsteady crack propagation has been 

studied in alkali halide crystals. Nevertheless it shows the lack of 

a comprehensive description of all and every one of the surface markings 

which are left in a cleavage surface by an unsteady cleavage crack; to 

fill this gap is one of the aims of this thesis. It is also evident the 

necessity to study changes in cleavage markings related to accelerations 

and decelerations of cleavage cracks for a wide range of velocities and 

to  correlate observations obtained on a macroscale with those obtained 

in a microscale (specially at an atomistic level) in order to check the 

dislocation mechanisms which have been proposed to explain seme surface 

s tructures and to propose new mechanisms which could account for the 

outstanding cleavage structures observed.

It was considered most suitable for the above mentioned purposes 

t o  study by different techniques (see chapter 2) the regions of cleavage 

surfac es enclosed between successive stopped crack fronts on sodium 

chloride crystals.

1.2. Selection of model material and techniques

Sodium chloride single crystals are particularly suitable to 

study cleavage crack propagation in semi-brittle naterials. They are 

representative of a number of crystals having identical structures, 

differing only in the ions that compose them.Moreover, alkali halides 

have been considered as a model material for 1316 study of simple ceramics. 

Their mechanical behaviour is similar to that exhibited by face centered 

cubic metals: they show a stress-strain curve where three stages of work
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hardening can be recognized. It has the following advantages: 

a ) It is transparent so that it is possible to observe in the optical 

microscope the development of the stress birefringence patterns 

introduced by plastic deformation. Crack propagation can also be followed 

in the opti cal microscope.

b) It has perfect cleavage and surface markings can be used to follow 

the progress of a crack in a macroscale in the optical microscope and 

in a microscale through the study of decorated replicas in the electron 

m icroscope.

c) High purity and doped crystals can be easily grown from the melt, 

d ) Dislocations and plasticity have been extensively studied by means

o f different techniques so that a wide range of experimental information 

and theoretical calculations are already available.

In a macroscale, optical microscopy is a simple and efficient 

technique to follow crack propagation, while X-ray topography provides 

useful information on the activated slip systems in a deformed crystal.

Ttoo techniques are particularly efficient to give complementary 

information on a microscale: chemical etching of surfaces and electron 

microscopy of decorated replicas. This last technique is a powerful 

tool that permits observation of steps of monoatomic height. A study 

of  the structure of cleavage surfaces at an atomic level provides 

invalu able information on the mechanigns involved in the cleavage process.



1.3,1 Dislocations and plasticity in sodium chloride.

Sodium chloride crystals have a face centered cubic lattice 

with two interpenetrating networks of Na+ and Cl- ions (Fig. 1.2).

o  ■-

Fig. 1.2. Sodium chloride structure.

It has perfect cleavage along {100}and poor cleavage has been 

observed along (110) planes .

Single crystals usually slip on close packed planes. 

Accordingly, (100) should have been the preferred slip plane for 

sodium chloride crystals. However, already in 1930 Buerger (27) 

showed that sodium chloride deforms predominantely by slip on (110) 

planes in a <I10> direction, this direction being that of rows of 

like ions. He also showed that limited slip on {100} planes can also 

occur at high stresses in a <110> direction. But not all sodiun 

chloride-like structures prefer to slip on {110} planes; for example 

lead telluride primary glide plane is {100}and silver chloride shews

pencil glide.
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Buerger found a correlation between primary glide planes and 

ionic polarizabilities: slip along {100} is associated with high 

polarizabilities, slip along {110} with low polarizabilities; with 

intermediate values both {100} and {110} may function as slip planes.

Gilman (28) based on ideas due to Buerger made a comprehensive 

s tudy on the plastic anisotropy of crystals with the sodium chloride 

s tructure. He determined that the stresses for {100 } <110 >glide in

lithium fluoride are much higher than the stresses for {110} <110>

glide at the same temperature, while measurements in the series of 

potassium halides indicated that {100} glide is favoured by increasing 

polarizabilities of the ions. Huntington, Dickey and Thomson (29), 

taking into account the interionic forces explicitely, calculated 

the energies of dislocations in sodium chloride.

From their results Gilman (28) concluded that the glide planes 

in sodium chloride-like crystals seem to be determined by the structure 

o f  the cores of the glide dislocations. Recently Granzer et al. (30) 

performed improved atomistic calculations of the core configuration 

and core energy of edge dislocations in ionic crystals of the rock- 

salt structure. Their calculations were carried out using non linear 

elasticity theory outside the core of the dislocation together with 

improved interaction potentials inside the dislocation core. They 

c alculated the total interaction energy for the core of {110} < 110>

and {100} <110 »dislocations by adding the electrostatic energy, the

repulsion energy from a Bom-Mayer-Huggins potential, the Van der 

Waals energy and for the first time, the polarization energy. The 

ratios of the core energies of edge dislocations in {100} and {110 } 

planes in lithium fluoride, sodium chloride and silver chloride, 

according to Granzer et al. are given below:
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E {100} 2.02 for LiF = 1.6 for NaCl = 1.12 for AgCl
E {TiO} =

These calculations explain theoretically earlier results on 

the plastic anisotropy of sodium chloride- like crystals.

There are six equivalent {110} planes in sodium chloride crystals 

whi ch can be grouped into three pairs. Planes belonging to a pair intersect 

obliquely (Fig. 1.3.). Which of these six equivalent slip planes are 

active for each deformation experiment depends on the geometry of the 

specimen, the type of deformation (torsion, compression, etc) and the 

direction in which the load is applied.

Fig. 1.3. Equivalent {110}planes in NaCl crystals
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Cross-slip of the screw components of dislocations moving 

on {110} planes is known to occur in {100} , {111} (31) and {112K32) 

planes in sodium chloride with decreasing facility. Unlike face 

centered cubic metals, cross-slip of dislocations cannot take place on 

the orthogonal (conjugate) {110}planes because the Burgers' vector of 

a dislocation in a {110}plane is perpendicular to the {110}conjugate 

plane. {110} <I10> dislocations multiply in alkali halide crystals by 

a multiple cross-slip mechanism, first suggested by Koehler (33) and 

later developed and observed experimentally by Gilman and Johnston (34) 

for lithium fluoride crystals. While cross-slipping, screw dislocations 

leave behind a trail of various defects generally known as debris. They 

are mainly dislocation dipoles and point defects.

Macroscopic plasticity as well as dislocation interactions 

have been extensively studied for sodium chloride crystals deformed in 

compression along <100> and along <110> by different complementary 

techniques such as: study of etch pit bands, stress birefringence 

patterns, interferometry, bulk density measurements, stress-strain 

curves (35), latent hardening experiments (36), X-ray topography (37), 

analysis of slip-line traces by electron microscopy of shadowed 

replicas (31), transmission electron microscopy (37), analysis of 

surface structures in decorated replicas (4), etc.

From the vast amount of information so derived, a brief 

review of the salient features will be given. Macroscopic slip behaviour 

and its relationship to dislocation creation and interaction will be 

first considered.

As observed by Davidge and Pratt (35), the stress-strain 

curves for sodium chloride crystals deformed in compression along<100> 

show three different stages of work hardening.



Although the general features of the curve are similar to 

those for face centered cubic metals, the hardening mechanisms are 

different if the same stage is studied for both materials. In stage I 

in sodium chloride crystals the slope of the stress-strain curve is 

similar to that in stage II for face centered cubic metals, the stress 

being proportional to the square root of the density of dislocations.

Four of the six {110} <110> systems (38) are equally stressed 

when a crystal is loaded along <100> but initially only the two with 

the shortest slip distance are active; one of these soon becomes inactive 

and acts as a barrier to dislocations of the primary system. From 

etch pit studies and electron microscopy observations most of the 

authors conclude that sodium chloride deforms macroscopically in 

single glide.

Hardening in stage I has been ascribed to interactions with 

blocking obstacles, to the interaction between dislocations on 

orthogonal systems, to the creation of debris during multiplication of 

dislocations of the primary slip system and to the interaction with 

sessile jogs on screw dislocations (39). Opinions on the relative 

contribution of each of these interactions to work hardening in this 

stage are not coincident.

Stage II is characterized by the activation of oblique slip 

systems in sodium chloride crystals. There is a very high work 

hardening rate in this stage. There is general agreement that this 

high rate of work hardening can be explained by the interaction of 

dislocations of the oblique systems with the debris (mainly with the 

dislocation dipoles) left by the multiple cross-slip of dislocations 

of the primary slip systems.

In stage III, noticeable cross-slip of dislocations in {100} ,



{111} planes have been observed. The decreased work hardening rate 

found is explained by the macroscopic cross-slip of correlated groups 

of screw dislocations around obstacles.

The difference in behaviour between alkali halides and face 

centered cubic metals is the result of the difference in the type of 

bonding. The electrostatic repulsion is responsible for the large 

stacking fault energy found in ionic crystals as well as for the large 

secondary slip stresses; it favours multiple cross-slip and therefore 

the production of debris and explains the high work hardening rates 

observed.

It has been established (40) that work hardening in sodium 

chloride is athermal in nature but it depends on the temperature and 

strain rate.

Though sodium chloride crystals prefer to slip on the {110} 

planes with the shortest slip path (42), the shape of a specimen does 

not seem to alter noticeably the features of the stress-strain curve 

as can be deduced by comparing the results obtained by Matucha (31) 

and Strunk (37) for specimens with a square cross-section and those 

of Davidge and Pratt (35) for specimens with a rectangular cross-section.

Dislocation behaviour and plastic deformation are similar 

for other ionic crystals with the rock-salt structure, i.e. lithiun 

fluoride. Lithium fluoride crystals show in many aspects (such as 

dislocation velocities, multiplication of dislocations by multiple 

cross-slip, etc) a behaviour similar to that of sodium chloride 

crystals. Although previously it was believed that lithium fluoride 

crystals show only one stage of work hardening, Fotedar and Stoebe (41) 

have shown that depending upon temperature, purity of the crystals, 

strain rate and specimen geometry, the stress-strain curve of lithium



fluoride single crystals can be also separated into three stages of 

work hardening. They have also demonstrated that impurities suppress 

the three stage work hardening behaviour of lithium fluoride, giving 

only one stage with a work hardening rate an order of magnitude higher 

than that of stage I in pure crystals. In contrast to the sodium 

chloride behaviour, in lithium fluoride crystals specimen geometry (42) 

has a similar effect to that of impurity content. In effect, specimens 

with a rectangular cross-section do not show a transition to stage II 

work hardening.

1.3.2. Electrical effects in ionic crystals.

charge, and, as a consequence, complicated electrical effects are 

associated with the presence of dislocations. Among them, Gyulay- 

Hartley and Stepanow effects are related to modifications in the 

electrical properties of deformed crystals. Joffé and Rehbinder's 

effects are associated with mechanical properties of deformed 

crystals and their surface characteristics.

Alkali halide structures are built up of ions of opposite

In sodiun chloride-like structures edge dislocations,

M

Fig. 1.4. Eiaargence points in the (001) plane of edge 

dislocations in the NaCl structure. After Amelinckx(43).



formed by an extra pair of planes (see Fig. 1.4) (43) and screw 

dislocations (44) (see Fig. 1.5) introduce a net charge on the 

surface at their point of emergence.

charged jogs (45) and point defects, and interactions between 

dislocations and charged point defects should occur to balance 

the charge distribution.

charges and therefore cannot be neutralized by point defects (46); 

as these jogs are glissile, edge dislocations carry their charges 

while gliding through the crystal. Both edge and screw dislocations 

can transport charge but only screw dislocations (44) can transport 

charge along their length. Conservative jog and kink motion along 

a dislocation line provides a mechanism for the exchange of charge

Neutral
kink

Fig. 1.5. View normal to a screw dislocation lying

on a (101) glide plane with a kink 

configuration. After Hirth and Lothe (44).

Besides, reactions between dislocations may generate

Elementary jogs in edge dislocations carry half-integer

between the crystal interior and the external surfaces.

When a sodium chloride crystal built up of singly charged



ions is deformed, there are, for a dislocation gliding in a {110} 

plane, twelve possible intersections with dislocations from the 

{110} <I10> slip systems. Intersections of {110} <110> dislocations

with dislocations of the orthogonal system are a source of neutral 

jogs, while intersections with dislocations on oblique {110} planes 

give rise to charged jogs (36).

Charges on the jogs are balanced by charges on the point defects 

formed so as to give charge neutrality.

Charged kinks are formed on screw dislocations gliding on {110} 

p lanes when they are pulled out of their slip plane until they are 

perpendicular to the crystal surface. A point defect of charge e can 

accommodated at the dislocation by the creation of two new elementary 

j ogs or kinks; thus dislocations can acquire charges at the surface. 

This might be related to the Joffe effect, which will be discussed in 

section 1.4.1.

1,4. Influence of the environment on the plastic behaviour of alkali

halides.

The mechanical properties of single crystals of alkali halides 

are greatly influenced by the environment of the crystal. Organic 

molecules, charged ions, gases, etc. can be adsorbed by the crystal 

surf aces and modify the plastic behaviour, in particular they can 

pin the point of emergence of dislocations.

Westwood performed extensive studies and his review (48) of 

this subject oontains detailed discussions on the significant effects 

o f adsorbed species on hardness and on the mobility of dislocations 

in the near-surface layers of non-metal lie crystals.

The influence of adsorbed gases was studied by Aerts and 

Dekeyser (49) who found that strain-stress curves of sodium chloride



crystals which were previously heated at 300 °C at a pressure of 

10 atnospheres in an hydrogen and argon atmosphere were identical to 

that obtained for crystals which had not been exposed to a gas treatment. 

On the contrary they found that crystals submitted to a similar treatment 

in a nitrogen atmosphere were harder.

Particularly relevant to the research described in this thesis 

is the presence of water.

1,4.1. Influence of water and of water vapor on the plastic deformation 

of sodium chloride.

The influence of water on the plastic deformation of sodium 

chloride crystals has long been known. Nabarro (50) cites a paper by 

Engelhardt written in 1867 stating that brittle rock-salt crystals 

become ductile when wet, Joffe studied extensively this effect which 

is named after him. He attributed this effect to the dissolution of 

surface crack where brittle fracture would be started when the crystal 

is stresse d . Another interpretation of this phenomenon was based on 

the idea that water dissolves away the embrittled surface layer formed 

by adsorbed gases and thus enhances ductility.

Die Joffe theory was criticized on the basis that it could not 

explain the re-embrittlemsnt usually observed when the crystals are 

aged in humid air, after water immersion.

Stokes et al, (51) demonstrated that the re-embrittlement occurs 

as a consequence of the stress concentration arising at the small 

cubic crystals which precipitate on the crystal surface after drying.

Diey showed that if the crystal is chemically polished and then 

carefully rinsed with organic solvents so that no saturated water 

solution remains on the surface and it is carefully handled so as 

to avoid damaging the crystal surface, it remains ductile after
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standing for several months in dry air.

Even the presence of small quantities of water vapor in the 

atmosphere in which cleavage is performed can influence the surface 

structures left by cleavage in sodium chloride crystals as shewn by 

Bethge (20) and Jaunet et al. (52) , Huches et al. (53) made a 

quantitative study of the relationship between the relative humidity 

a t  which cleavage is performed and the surface structures observed 

b y  electron microscopy of decorated replicas. They shewed that when 

p/pQ <0.2 few cleavage and slip steps appear, separated by flat regions. 

When the relative humidity increases, the angles between surface steps 

become rounded. At a critical value p/pQ< 0.4, the whole surface pattern 

rearranges and a high density of entangled steps appears. When p/pQ= 0.75 

surface steps suddenly disappiear.

Relative humidity in most laboratories is 40% or higher.So the 

s ensitivity of sodium chloride to water vapor is a problem which can 

not be disregarded.
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Chapter 2

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Apparatus

2.1.1. Introduction

The presence of water has a marked influence on the 

deformation of sodium chloride crystals as described in section 1.4 . 

Even atmospheric water can become an important problem When studying 

microscopic features of plastic deformation at an atomic scale. 

Bethge (1), Huches M, Oberlin, Wyart, et al.(2) (see section 1.4.1) 

have shown that cleavage or slip steps of atomic height rearrange or 

dissolve after a few minutes exposure to humid air. No elementary 

steps remain after keeping the crystal for a short time at 75% 

relative humidity. This value is quite cannon in Buenos Aires 

c limate.

A  dry-box had to be designed so that all stages of specimen 

preparation could be carried out in an atmosphere below 10% relative 

humidity.

2.1.2. Description of apparatus

A  dry-box was constructed from lucite and made sufficiently 

large for all the experimental operations to be conducted in the dry 

e nvironment.

Fig. 2.1 shows the dry-box and part of the equipment used to prepare 

a nd study the sp>ecimens. The relative humidity content inside the 

dry-box is kept between 5 to 10% by a flew of dry N 2 obtained by 

controlled electrical resistance heating of liquid nitrogen. The gas 

obtai ned in this way is warmed to room temperature by circulation



2.1. Dry-box and equipment used to prepare the specimens
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through a coil immersed in heated oil.

It was necessary to minimize the liquid nitrogen consumption because

it is expensive and the supply is highly limited in the Research

Area of Buenos Aires Atomic Energy Commission. This was accomplished

by  lowering the relative humidity of the dry-box to 30% with dry air,

and only then letting the dry nitrogen flow until working conditions
*

are attained. The dry-air flow is obtained from alarge compressor 

(Fig. 2.2) followed by a double column autoregenerating drying system 

filled with Beckman dryer. It is necessary for the dry air to flex; 

overnight in the dry-box to reach the required operating humidity by 

noon the next day.

A hair hygrometer is used to measure the relative humidity. 

Samples and elements are introduced into and removed from the dry-box 

through the buffer chamber(N°l in Fig. 2.1) that can be isolated from 

the main box.

There is a Vickers M15c optical microscope inside the

dry-box. The microscope is fitted with an automatically operated
***

camera (with a Vickers J35 automatic exposure unit). The binocular 

head and photographic system remain outside the dry-box. Just under 

the binocular head a tight fitting latex membrane keeps the dry-box 

isolated. * **

* Speedway compressor 

De Angelis S.A. 

ARGENTINA

** Gilberco

Vickers Limited 

England
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The Dry-box contains the bell-jar of an Edwards E 12E

vacuum coating unit. As the bell-jar of the coating unit is too

cumbersome and heavy to handle inside the dry-box, a system was

designed to lift it up and lower it down from the outside. A pneumatic

system was constructed with a snail compressor and an air cylinder 
**

bellcws valve. A  sliding rod (N°2 Fig. 2.1) is fitted to the bell- 

jar with a brass ring clamp. Ihe pneumatic system is controlled with 

handles N°3 and * **4 (see Fig. 2.1). A clamp (N°5 Fig. 2.1) is used to 

keep the bell-jar lifted while everything is adjusted for the 

preparation of the replicas.

To obtain most of the decorated replicas used in this 

research, it is necessary to heat the specimen and perform gold and 

carbon evaporations without breaking the vacuum (see section 

Ihe coat ing unit is provided with only two sets of transformers and 

rheostats. It was then necessary to modify the coating unit, by 

introducing a new set of transformer and rheostat.

There is enough room between the optical microscope and the 

coating unit to store all the necessary tools and materials, to cleave, 

etch and manipulate the crystals without difficulty.

To propagate a cleavage crack, the special device shewn in

* Edwards High Vacuum

Manor Royal, Crawley, Sussex 

England

** Bellcws Valvair 

Fobosa S A

Uruguay
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Fig. 2.3 was used. In this apparatus the specimen rests parallel to 

the plane of the crack on a stage of adjustable height; a wedge of 

approximately 17°is slowly inserted into the opening of the crack 

through a rod connected to a screw which is driven manually. To 

observe the propagation of the cleavage crack under the optical 

microscope, a window is provided in the base of the cleavage jig.

It was necessary to chrome-plate the bronze cleavage jig in order 

to prevent corrosion by the sodium chloride crystals.

2 .2. Experimental procedure

Hilger 8 Watts sodium chloride and lithium fluoride 

crystals were used throughout this work. The supplied blocks were 

successively cleaved until snail prisms of approximately 15 mu long 

by  5 nm wide by 3 mm thick were obtained. Freshly cleaved prisms were 

prepared before running each experiment. This ensured that the 

external faces of the prisms have not suffered hardening or softening 

from long exposures to dry nitrogen or humid air (see sec. 1.4).

A cleavage crack is introduced in these prisms by inserting 

a single edge razor blade with a very light hamner. The propagation 

of  the crack is then continued with the cleavage apparatus described 

in section 2.1.1 and observed under the optical microscope.

The propagation of the crack is stopped several times and 

the instantaneous positions of each stopped crack front are recorded 

with the photographic camera. *

* Hilger 8 Watts

Analytical Division

Hank Precision Industries

England





When the cleavage is completed one cleavage half is 

transferred to the coating unit where a decorated replica of theA
s urface is prepared for further observation in the Fhilips IM 300 

electron microscope as will be seen in section 2.2.2.

The other cleavage half is then available for complementary 

s tudy by other tecniques: etching to reveal the presence of 

dislocations (see section 2.2.3), X-ray topography to study the 

activated slip systems (see chapter 5).

In addition, lateral (010) cross-sections of crystals with 

stopped (001) cleavage cracks were studied by optical and electron 

m  icroscopy.

A crystal with a (001) stopped cleavage crack is cleaved laterally 

along a (010) plane (Fig. 2.7) with a sharp stroke to avoid, as far 

a s possible, secondary deformation of the crystal.

) Fig. 2.7 lateral (010) cross-section of a NaCl 

crystal with a stopped (001) cleavage crack.

P.eplicas of the newly created lateral surfaces are also studied by 

electron microscopy. *

* N.V. Fhilips Gloeilampenfabrieken 

Eindhoven - The Netherlands



2.2.1. Optical microscopy

The propagation of the crack is observed under the optical 

microscope with reflected white light.

Fig. 2.4 is a photomicrograph showing 2 stopped crack fronts 

A A, BE the interference pattern between the reflections from the two 

newly created surfaces can be seen.

A  zone including one or more stopped crack fronts is selected 

for each crystal under the optical microscope; lOOx photomicrographs 

are taken all along the boundary of the internal interference patterns. 

Cleavage steps and cleavage markings in this zone and in neighbouring 

areas are recorded for further identification of the selected area 

in both halves of the crystal.

A  decorated replica is prepared by evaporating gold and 

carbon successively on the cleavage surface of the crystal intended 

for electron microscopy studies (see section 2.2.2).

To ensure that the previously selected area of the crystal

appears in an open and identifiable grid square (50p x 50y) an

electron microscope grid, 400 mesh "finder patterns" (Grids £
*

Graticules ) is stuck on top of the carbon film under the optical 

microscope. Once the grid has been stuck on top of the replica, a 

lew magnification (30x) photomicrograph is taken (Fig. 2.5) It is 

necessary to include in a photomicrograph an edge of the crystal in 

order to determine the relationship among "the main crystallographic 

directions, the crack propagation direction and the grid bars.

The selected areas of the specimen are carefully *

* Grids S Graticules Ltd.

London - England
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photographed once the important crystallographic directions are 

d etermined. Every important feature in the free area of each square 

of the grid is sketched in an enlarged drawing of the grid (Fig.

2 .6). With a complete set of photomicrographs and the drawing, it 

is possible later to identify every area of the replica studied in 

the electron microscope and relate it to the macrostructure of the 

cleavage surface.

2.2.2. Replicas

When the cleavage is completed, one cleavage half is

transferred to the coating unit where a decorated replica (see

section 1.2 ) of the cleavage surface is prepared. *

The crystals are decorated with gold, which is evaporated

from a V-shaped tungsten filament placed perpendicularly above the
-5

specimen, under a vacuum of 10 Torr. During the evaporation

the crystals are placed on a molybdenum boat where they are heated
\to about 100°C. The temperature of the specimen is measured 
*

with a 1605 Comark electronic thermometer and a chromel-alumel 

thermocouple "sealed" in a test sodium chloride crystal lying on the 

molybdenum boat very close to the specimen. It was found by experiment

----- 5----
* Comark electronic thermometer 

Ccrark
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that the amount of gold to produce good decoration under the described 

experimental conditions is the same that would produce a uniform film 

3A thick (2 mg. at a 10 cm. distance). A  carbon film is then 

evaporated about room temperature on top of the gold nuclei, without 

breaking the vacuum.

After both evaporations are completed the specimen is 

transferred back to the optical microscope where the selected area to 

be studied in the electron microscope is located.

An electron microscope grid is then stuck on top of the Carbon film as 

was explained in section 2.2.1. A solution of 0.3 mg. of neoprene in 

100 ml. toluene (3) was found suitable to stick the grid to the Carbon 

f ilm. For this purpose the grid is soaked in the solution and the 

excess is drained gently with filter paper. Extreme care must be taken 

to place the grid on the replica so that the selected zone falls 

exactly on an open area of approximately 50u x 50y. It is particularly 

important to avoid the contamination of the replica by the sticking 

solution due to the sliding of the grid over the replica.

Once the grid has been stuck on top of the replica the 

select ed area of the specimen is carefully photographed in the 

optical microscope (see section 2.2.1 and Fig. 2.6).

At this stage the specimen is removed from the dry-box.

' The replica technique is tedious and time consuming and it

was necessary to elaborate the customary simple stripping and washing 

methods, to ensure, as far as possible, that an unbroken replica film 

spans all the open squares of a grid.

Fig. 2.7 illustrates the apparatus in which the replica
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with the grid attached to it, is stripped from the crystal by 

f loating in double distilled water. The apparatus consists of a glass 

funnel and a Buchner funnel plus a three-way stopcock which allows 

differents paths for the circulating water. A coarse woven metal 

mesh support is placed on the flat perforated plate of the Buchner 

funnel (Fig. 2.8). Double distilled water is allowed to flow from 

the glass funnel into the Buchner funnel through its stem until it 

is almost full.

The edges of the replica are scored with a razor blade 

and the crystal with the replica on top is lowered gently at an 

angle into the water (see Fig. 2.9). The replica film is detached 

from the crystal as the water penetrates between the gold-carbon 

film and the crystal surfaces; finally the replica with the grid 

remains floating on the water surface.

It is necessary to rinse carefully the decorated replica because 

some sodium chloride is dissolved in the stripping process and may 

contaminate the specimen. In order to rinse the film, the water is 

1 et out of the Buchner funnel drop by drop so that the water 

surface is not disturbed. Before the specimen touches the metallic 

support, the water flow is reversed and fresh clean water is allowed 

t o  enter the Buchner funnel from the glass one. This process must be 

repeated three or four times. In the last stage the decorated replica 

w  ith the grid stuck on top is permitted to rest on the metal support. 

I n every step the water must flow drop by drop to avoid breaking 

the film. The replica is left to dry on the metal support.

It is then ready to be transferred to the electron 

microscope.

Shadowed replicas were selected as a suitable technique to
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make a detailed study of the sizes and shapes of etch pits in etched 

cleavage surfaces by electron microscopy (see section 2.2.3).

Good replicas were obtained when the specimen was shadowed 

at an angle of 45° with an amount of gold which would give a 2000 A 

thick layer if evaporated with perpendicular incidence. This film was 

backed with a Carbon film and striped as described above.

2 .2.3. Etching

It is necessary to carry on decoration and chemical etching 

simultaneously (section 2.2.2 ) in order to correlate etch pit 

density with the cleavage structures of the decorated crystal half 

(section 2.2.2). While one half of the crystal is in the coating 

unit, the other half is removed from the dry-box and immediately 

immersed in the etching solution.

Barber's solution (4) is the etchant widely used to reveal 

dislocations in sodium chloride crystals. It consists of 1- part of 

a saturated solution of ferric chloride in hydrochloric acid, -1 part 

distilled water, -50 parts glacial acetic acid.

Ihe crystal is immersed in this solution for only two to 

f ive seconds, rinsed in pyridine to stop the etching and dried with 

filter paper.

Fig. 2.10 is an optical micrograph of the same zone that 

was studied in electron microscope. Very well developed pyramidal pits 

can be seen where the dislocation density is lew but this is not so in 

high density regions like AA, where the size of the pits makes it 

impossible to get any information about individual dislocations.

Some work had to be done to decrease the size of the etch 

pits. Shadowed replicas (section 2.2.2) of the etched cleavage surfaces 

were prepared and examined in the electron microscope to make a 

detailed study of the shape and sizes of the smallest etch pits 

obtained. The base of the smallest pits obtained with Barber's
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Fig. 2.10. Optical micrograph of a cleavage surface 

of a NaCl crystal etched with Barber's solution. 

Magn. x360.



solution was approximately 2,5y x 2,5y .

Extensive trials of variations of standard etchants 

described in references (5, 6, 7) led to negative results. For 

example following Argon S Padawer work, an etchant of 20 ml. glacial 

acetic acid containing 10 drops of a saturated solution of zinc 

chloride in glacial acetic acid was tried, followed by a rinse with 

pure glacial acetic acid and anhydrous ether. The replica showed that 

pi ts were too big to resolve individual dislocations.

These negative results led to a review of current theories

o f  etch pit formation. There are two mechanisms to reduce the lateral
+++ ++ ++

size of the pits: 1) the presence of Fe , Zn , Cd , etc ions 

which complex with neighbouring chloride ions and 2) the decrease in 

the concentration of the active agents which dissolve the crystal at 

a high rate; both result in a decrease of Vg (rate of dissolution of 

the crystal parallel to the surface).

All the above mentioned etching solutions contained 

different kinds and concentrations of complexing ions.

The second mechanism was borne in mind in choosing new variations of 

the etchant solutions.

Sodium chloride is highly hygroscopic, therefore an attempt 

was made to reduce the water content of the etching solutions.

A solution of -1 part of a saturated solution of ferric 

chloride in hydrochloric acid, -50 parts glacial acetic acid was 

tried.

Fig. 2.11a) and b) are electronmicrographs illustrating 

the well developed etch pits obtained with a) Barber's solution and 

b) the solution mentioned above. The pits obtained with the latter



Fig. 2.11, a)

Fig. 2.11, b)

Fig , 2.11. Electron micrographs of shadowed replicas of NaCl crystals

etched vith: a) Barber's solution
b) Barber's solution, distilled water suppressed.



have lu x In square bases, which are smaller than those obtained 

with Barber's solution but are still unsatisfactory to resolve 

dislocations in high density regions.

A further improvement resulted from elimination of 

hydrochloric acid. A saturated solution of ferric chloride in 

glacial acetic acid proved satisfactory, and small, but terraced, 

etch pits were obtained (Fig. 2,12).

It was thought that the water content of the reactives 

should be important in controlling the vg obtained up to this point. 

Hydrated ferric chloride had been used all through the experiments 

as anhydrous material hydrates rapidly when exposed to Buenos Aires 

c linate.

All further experiments were conducted using anhydrous 

ferric chloride and glacial acetic acid with a controlled humidity 

less than 3% and all the work was performed inside the dry-box, 

including the preparation of the solutions.

The reactive containers were sealed each time they were taken out 

o f  the dry-box to avoid any contact with humid atmosphere.

A  saturated solution of anhydrous ferric chloride in 

glacial acetic acid hence forward called solution A was used. The 

crystal was imuersed for two seconds in the solution, rinsed twice in 

pyridine to stop the etching rapidly, and dried with filter paper.

The etching is very susceptible to the concentration of 

the inhibitor (ferric chloride) in the solution.

A  shadowed replica of a cleaved surface of sodium chloride 

c rystal etched with solution A can be seen in Fig. 2.13.

Excellent pyramidal non terraced 0.25y x 0.25y square based pits 

were obtained with this solution. Comparison of the areas of the bases





of the pits obtained with solution A and Barber's solution shows a

favourable reduction of 1/100 th.

Etch pits are new snail enough for individual dislocations

to be revealed even in high density dislocation zones such as that
9

shown in Fig. 2.14. Dislocation density of approximately 6 x 10 
2

disl/cm can thus be resolved.
2 .4 Supply of raw materials

Throughout this work "high purity"single crystals of sodium 

chloride and lithium fluoride supplied by Hilger & Watts were used. 

Three different batches were employed. Chemical analyses were required 

each time but obtained from the manufacturers only for batch N°2, 

stating the following impurity content for -the sodium chloride crystals

Table I

Sodium Chloride

Free Acid 0.05ml

Free Alkali 0.05ml

Sulphate (S04) 0.003%

Nitrate (IN03) 0.002%

Phosphate (P04) 0.0005%

Iron (Fe) 0.0005%

Heavy Metals (Fb) 0.001%

Barium (Ba) 0.003%

Calcium 6 MagnesiumCCa 6 Mg) 0.005%

Potassium (K) 0.01%

Airmonium (NH4) 0.001%

Arsenic (As) 0.0001%

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses were carried out 
at the Analytical Division of Atomic Energy Camussion (see Table II). 

The high content of Cu in N°1 crystal N°1 is remarkable.



Eig. 2.14. High density dislocation zone. Shadowed replica of a 

NaCl crystal etched with solution A.

■

'
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Table II

First batch 

polished crystal

First batch 

blank

Second batch

Crystal Crystal

N°1 N°2

Na >10 gr%gr. > 10 gr%gr > 10 gr%gr > 10 gr%gr

Li N.D. -v. 0.01% < 0.01% -x. 0.01%

K N.D. N.D.(9.1) -x. 0.1 % ■v 0.1 %

Rb N.D. N.D.(0.1) N.D. N.D.

Sr N.D. N.D.(0.1) < 0.1 % N.D.

Ca N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

Ba N.D. N.D.(0.01) N.D. N.D.

Cu < 0.0001 % -v 0.001% N.D. N.D.

N .D. = non-detected

Semiquantitative limit of detection Sr, Rb, Ca = 0.1g%g Li = 0.01g%g.

Though the first batch proved to be quite good, successive 

crystal batches gave rise to various experimental difficulties; for 

example, for one batch the extremely high density of lew angle 

boundaries made it impossible to obtain good cleavages and the whole 

batch had to be rejected and sent back to Qigland.

The delay between the time the first faulty lot was ordered 

and the time the final crystals arrived was of the order of two years.

These delays hampered experimental work as most of the 

materials necessary for research work had to be imported; even single 

edge razor blades used in cleavage are not available in Buenos Aires.

Lesser difficulties were found with national materials, 

although the obtaining of seme of them was particularly complicated;
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Chapter 3

A knowledge of the sign of the monoatomic steps and slip 

1 ines is essential to understand the mechanism through which the 

obs erved decoration pattern develops in the cleavage surfaces of 

ioni c crystals. It was thought that the sign of most of the 

mo noatomic step« could be determined by combining the thin film 

decoration and the shadowing techniques.

3 .1.1. Standard thin film decoration technique

The thin film decoration technique was first developjed by

Bassett (1958) (1) for the study of cleavage surfaces in ionic

crystals as mentioned in section 1.2. . The original technique

has been described in section 2.2.2. and consists mainly of the
-4 -5

evaporation of a metal in a vacuum of 10 -10 Torr, the metal atoms

inpinging perpendicularly on a freshly cleaved surface of the crystal 

maintained at about 120°C.

An extremely light deposit develops in the form of small ¡^articles 

predominantely nucleated on the imperfections of the surface. Details 

o f the surface structure on an atomistic scale are thus : rendered 

visible. The decoration mechanism depends on the mobility of the 

netal atoms on the substrate and on the high density of nucleation 

s ites along the surface steps. When the sample is heated thermal 

a gitation increases and nucleation ana growth of the metal clusters 

are enhanced. Fbor decorations are obtained on crystals kept at room

SHADOW - DECORATION

3 .1.0. Introduction
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temperature. This is a draw-back because cleavage structures can be 

modified by the heat activated motion of dislocations and by other 

thermal processes such as evaporation.

One of the most important advantages of this technique is 

the very high resolution that can be achieved: even steps of unit 

lattice height can be rendered visible, so that the vertical 

resolution is of the dimension of the unit cell of the crystal; 

hori zontal resolution is limited by the size of the decorating nuclei.

It is possible to calculate the height of a cleavage step 

in  sodium chloride-like crystals by measuring the displacement of the 

surface traces of slip steps intersecting it.

This can be clearly seen in Fig. 3.1. The cleavage step AA is 

intersected at B by a slip line [oio] , which is the trace of 

dislocations gliding on (101) or (lOl) planes; as has been mentioned 

in section 1.3.1 in sodium chloride crystals these planes make an 

ang).e of 45° with the (001) cleavage plane.

A cleavage step is the boundary between two different levels 

o f  the cleavage surface. The deflection of the trace of a (101) slip 

plane when it intersects the cleavage step is shewn in Fig. 3.2. and 

it is equal to the height of the step.

For the particular case of Fig. 3.1 the height of step A is
o

approximately 80 A  or about 1*+ unit cell distances.

The measurement of this deflection gets increasingly 

d ifficult as the hei ght of the steps diminishes. It is limited by the 

d iameter and the perfection of alignment of the decorating gold 

nuclei. The sign of large cleavage steps can be obtained from shadowed 

replicas (see section 2.2. 2. )and it is possible to determine the 

height of steps down from the shadow-casting geometry (Williams and





Fig. 3.3. Shadow casting geometry

3 .2.1. Shadow decoration: comparison with standard thin film 

decoration technique

It was thought a combination of these two techniques 

might give very effective decoration at room temperature, if the 

matai atoms strike the crystal surface at near grazing incidence, 

say 2°-3°, as described in the published note (Wainer L.S. (3) ) 

included at the end of this thesis. Under such conditions the 

principal component of the kinetic energy of the arriving atoms 

will lie in the plane of the surface and a larger proportion of 

them collects at steps-up (Fig. 3.4).



Fig. 3.4. Collection of gold nuclei at step-up

Since nucleation occurs almost exclusively on preferential sites, 

such as kinks along the edges of steps, a very lew density of nuclei 

is obtained on the flat areas and resolution is improved.

The "shadow-decorated" replicas were prepared as follows: 

a crystal of sodium chloride was cleaved inside the dry-box and 

w ithout further exposure to the air a small amount of gold was then 

evaporated onto the freshly cleaved surface kept at room temperature, 

so that the incident atoms arrived with a glancing angle 2°-3° to 

the surface.

Several attemps were made until the appropriate geometry and amount 

of gold were found.

For the geometry adopted (see Fig. 3,5 crystal b) very good decoration 

was (btained with a quantity of gpld which would give a mean thickness 

o f  50 A  if spread uniformly over the surface with perpendicular
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Fig. 3.5. Geometry for gold evaporation for 

a - normal incidence decoration 

b - shadow-decoration

An attempt was made to compare results for perpendicular 

and oblique incidence decoration. It was not possible to make the 

comparison for replicas prepared at the same time with experimental 

arrangement shown in Fig. 3.5 because the amount of gold appropriate 

for the shadow-decoration was found to be far too much for the 

perpendicular decoration.

From the density of gold nuclei condensed on the flat areas of the 

s urface, a mean distance between nuclei was calculated. It was found 

that the ratio between that distance and the mean distance between 

muelei condensed on the monoatomic steps was of the order of six for 

good shadow-decorated samples, while it was of the order of two for



specimens decorated with normal incidence at room-temperature (Fig.

3 .6a and b) .

The oo llecting area for gold nuclei depends of the 

migration distance of the gold atoms. Bassett (1) estimated a
O

migration distance of 150-200 A for air cleaved rocksalt decorated

near 100°C. Stirland (4) estimated that this distance is 250-300 A

for vacuum cleaved rocksalt decorated at 150°C. These migration

d istances were estimated from measurements of the distance between

gold decorated steps separated by a flat area completely free from

random gold nuclei. Following the same criterion a migration distance 
o

of 500 A was found for sodium chloride crystals cleaved in a dry 

nitrogen atmosphere and shadow decorated at room temperature. It is
O

then possible to have flat areas of 500x 1200 A completely free 

from random nuclei.

This constitutes an important advance in technique since possible 

modification of cleavage structures due to the heat activated notion 

of  dislocations is avoided by shadow-decorating the crystals at 

room temperature.

3 .2.2. Feasibility of sign determination of steps by shadow-decoration 

technique

It is possible from the observation of shadow-decorated 

replicas to determine the sense of most of the steps running 

perpendicularly to the propagation direction of the arriving gold 

atoms. While the size of nuclei condensed along one and the same 

s tep is approximately constant, there are mainly two sizes of nuclei 

that condense on different monoatomic parallel steps.

It is believed that this difference in size nay be related





to the sense of the steps s on what will be called a positive 

raonoatomic step or a step-up, the atoms arrive at a re-entrant angle 

and large nuclei are condensed; although no shadow can be observed 

o n  monoatomic negative steps or steps-down, diffusing atoms render 

them visible through the condensation of small nuclei. An 

interpretation of the relief corresponding to steps AA and BB of 

Fig. 3.7a according to this idea is sketched in Fig. 3.7b.

Thermal evaporation spirals are an ideal system to check 

whether the difference in size of the condensed gold nuclei is 

related to the sense "up" or "down" of the monoatomic steps.lt has 

long been established (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) that the pitch of the growth 

and evaporation spirals is constant and it usually equals one or 

two Burgers' vectors. Any difference in the size of gold nuclei 

condensed on the steps can only be assigned to a difference in the 

sign of the steps (see Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.8. Geometry of shadcw-decoration for 

an evaporation spiral.
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Shadow decorated replicas of thermally etched sodium chloride 

crystals were prepared. Fig. 3.9a and b are electron micrographs 

of evaporation spirals from a sodium chloride crystals kept at 500°C 

during 30 minutes.

Ihe difference in size between nuclei condensed on steps-up (at the 

bottom of the photograph) and steps-down (at the top of the 

photograph) is evident.

A statistical analysis of the sizes of these nuclei was

made in order to have a quantitative proof of this statement.

The "t" or Student test (10) was used to decide whether the expected.

values of the sizes of nuclei condensed on positive and negative

moroatomic steps were equal or not. Ti-jo assumptions are made in the
use of the "t" test: that the two parent populations considered are

normally distributed and that their variances are the same.

Both seem reasonable for the distributions under consideration.

The sizes of gold nuclei along steps-up and down of photograph 3.9a)
*

were measured in a Quantimet microscope. As nuclei are elongated

and a partial coalescence of two of them sometimes occurs, they were 

always measured along their width. The diameter of nuclei decorating
O O O

steps-up ranges from 18 A to 50 A, with a mean value of 35 A and a
O

standard deviation of 6.4. No nuclei smaller that 14 A were observed
O

for these positive stepis. For steps-down nuclei between 9 A and
o o42 A were measured, with a mean value of 26 A and a standard deviation

of 9. *

*Quantimet 

Metals Research LTD 

Cambridge, England





It is to be noted that measurements of the smaller nuclei

are all affected by larger errors due to the fact that they are in 

the limit of resolution of the electron microscope and do not have 

good contrast or well resolved shapes; seme of them are not even 

registered by the Quantimet.

A  value of

y= si ze of nuclei along steps-down sy= standard deviation of y

It can be seen from tables (11) that this t value exceeds even the 

0. 1% value. It is then possible to conclude, with a probability of 

error of at nost 0.1%, that the mean for the size of nuclei condensed 

on no noatomic steps—up and that for the size of nuclei condensed on 

monoatomic steps-down are different.

3.3. Sign determination by the shadcw-decoration technique:

App~i -i nation to sodium chloride cleavage structures

is not as straightforward as in the case of evaporations spirals. 

Some of the factors which complicate sign determination analysis are: 

1 ) Decoration effects are probably not the same for cleavage as for

(x-y) J nxny (nx+ny-2)
= 7.85t =

was found for n= 204, where

x= size of nuclei along steps-up sx= standard deviation of x

x = mean value for x n= nx+ny " 2 =

y = mean value for y

n x= number of observations of x

ny= number of observations of y

= degrees of freedom.

The analysis of the sign of the stepped cleavage structures
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slip steps. Included angle is 90°for cleavage steps while it is 135° 

for slip steps. Sholl et al (12) have theoretically studied the 

e ffectiveness of the decoration process as a function of the 

included angles of the steps and have found that for a given super

saturation, steps of small reentrant angle n are more effectively 

decorated than are steps of larger n.

2 ) Small cleavage and slip steps of different height are usually 

pres ent. Nuclei condensed on steps-up increase their size with the 

height of the steps. For example an up-slip step which is four 

Burgers' vectors high is decorated by larger nuclei than an up-slip 

s tep one Burgers' vector high. This consideration must be specially 

borne in mind when analysing the sign of stepped cleavage structures.

3 ) The separation between neighbouring steps in a cleavage structure 

can be very small, as can be seen in very dense bands. Collecting 

area for the nuclei condensed on the closely spaced monoatomic steps 

is small and smaller nuclei are formed.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, the sense of most of 

the steps of the cleavage structures can be inferred from a detailed 

analysis of shadow-decorated replicas.

An example of sign determination analysis will be given 

below. Fig. 3.10 is an electron micrograph of a shadow-decorated 

replica, with shadowing direction perpendicular to the longitudinal 

steps, in which some groups of very closely spaced steps can be 

seen. The sign of the steps will be studied frcm left to right 

starti ng by step AA. The size of condensed nuclei indicates that 

step AA is a step>-up. It is followed by a faintly decorated step 

which is assumed to be a step-down.TWo different interpretations 

can be made on the sign of the third step according to the actual
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Fig. 3.10. Electron micrograph of a shadow-decorated replica

of a NaCl crystal. Shadowing direction perpendicular 

to the longitudinal steps.



height of the second one. Were it monoatomic in height, the third 

s tep, also faintly decorated, should be a step-down. But if the 

second step were a few units high, the third could well be a 

monoatomic step-up lying in its shadow. Both possibilities are 

sketched in Fig. 3.11.a) and b).

Fig. 3.11. Schematic diagrams of possible sign for 

the third step to the right of step M  

in Fig. 3.10.

The fourth line corresponds to a monoatomic (or only a few units 

high ) step-up. Ihe following six lines are decorated by gold nuclei 

of approximately the same size. The distance between any two 

neighbouring lines frcm this group of six is of the same order as 

the distance between the first and the second lines that are 

evidently of different sign. There is no reason to suppose; that the 

six steps could be decorated by gold nuclei of the same size if 

they were of different signs.

It is poss ible to identify in the shadow decorated replicas pairs of 

consecutive longitudinal lines alternate in sign. Many of these pairs 

are found as in Fig. 3.10. But from observation of photographs similar 

to Fig. 3.10 it can be ascertained that most of the parallel 

longitudinal lines grouped together do not alternate in sign although 

there is about the same number of lines of both signs in average.



That is to conclude that groups of closely spaced small steps or 

monoatomic steps in general have same sign; overall level is 

maintained by groups alternating in sign.
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3.4. Comment on a long range decoration effect.

It is to be noted that cleavage steps and slip lines are

still effectively decorated even if they lay in the shadow cast by

large steps, as can be seen in Fig. 3.12. This is an electron

micrograph of a shadow-decorated replica of a sodium chloride

crystal in which two large cleavage steps AA, FF can be observed.
o

AA is a cleavage step 160 A high, as measured from the displacement

of transverse slip lines HH, II. It casts a shadow approximately
o . . o .

190 0 A long. Cleavage step FF is approximately 130 A high and its

shadow is 1500 X.  At the shadow of step AA two groups of steps BB,
CC and DD, EE can be observed.

Seme mechanisms must be found to explain the long range

decoration of steps such as BB, CC, ED, EE, which lie in the shadow

cast by large steps. As was explained in paragraph 3.2.1 the

migration distance of the gold atoms in shadow-decorated replicas

is at least 500 A. It is not likely that gold atoms and small gold

clusters could migrate 2000 A  in a backward direction. Some other

mechanisms must be operative at the same time. It is believed that

the most likely are the following;

a ) Although the mean free path of the evaporated gold atoms at 10

Toir is longer than the diameter of the bell-jar, collision with

residual gas molecules over the otherwise depleted region can

a coount for seme of the nuclei condensed in the shadow region.

b ) Due to the near grazing incidence, the gold beam is everywhere

very close to the surface. As gold clusters start growing, seme of

-5
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the arriving gold atoms m y  collide with the bigger nuclei, as well 

as with the adsorbed gas molecules, and be reflected backwards. If 

operative, this mechanism should be particularly efficient near the 

edge of the shadow, where the arriving atoms are particularly close 

t o  the surface.

c) Stirland (4) assumes that a step-down is a barrier to the 

migration of the gold atoms. This is a convincing assumption for 

the normal incidence decoration technique. But, in the shadow- 

d ecoration technique the principal component of the kinetic energy 

of  the arriving gold atoms is in the plane of the surface; therefore, 

it is possible fo r the atoms impinging near the edge of a large 

step down, to reach the lower surface by dropping over the riser of 

the step.

3.5. Conclusions

A  new replica technique for the electron microscopy 

observation of cleavage structures in sodium chloride crystals has 

been described in this chapter.

The main advantages of the shadow-decoration technique 

over the standard thin film decoration technique are the following:

1 ) Resolution of surface structures, as measured by the ratio 

between the mean distance between nuclei condensed on flat areas of 

the surface and the mean distance between nuclei condensed on the 

monoatomic steps, is improved with the use of shadow-decorated 

r eplicas.

2) Thermal activated motion of dislocations and evaporation of 

c leavage structures due to heating of "the specimen during the 

preparation stage, are both avoided. Shadow-decorated replicas are 

prepared at roan temperature; as a consequence no cross-slip due to
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the arriving gold atoms may collide with the bigger nuclei, as well 

as with the adsorbed gas molecules, and be reflected backwards. If 

operative, this mechanism should be particularly efficient near the 

edge of the shadow, where the arriving atoms are particularly close 

t o the surface.

c) Stir land (4) assumes that a step-down is a barrier to the 

migration of the gold atoms. This is a convincing assumption for 

the normal incidence decoration technique. But, in the shadow- 

d ecoration technique the principal component of the kinetic energy

0 f the arriving gold atoms is in the plane of the surface; therefore, 

it is possible for the atoms impinging near the edge of a large 

step down, to reach the lcwer surface by dropping over the riser of 

the step.

3.5. Conclusions

A new replica technique for the electron microscopy 

observation of cleavage structures in sodium chloride crystals has 

been described in this chapter.

The main advantages of the shadow-decorat ion technique 

over the standard thin film decoration technique are the following:

1 ) Resolution of surface structures, as measured by the ratio 

between the mean distance between nuclei condensed on flat areas of 

the surface and the mean distance between nuclei condensed on the 

monoatomic steps, is improved with the use of shadow-decorated

r eplicas.

2) Thermal activated motion of dislocations and evaporation of 

cleavage structures due to heating of the specimen during the 

p reparation stage, are both avoided. Shadow-decorated replicas are 

prepared at room temperature; as a consequence no cross-slip due to
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thermal activation of dislocations occurs: cross-slip structures 

observed are typical of cleavage surfaces (see section >*.!> ?> ).

3) It is possible to determine the sense of most of the cleavage 

and slip steps if appropriate shadowing conditions are selected. 

This possibility has been checked by shadow-deoorating evaporation 

s pirals in sodium chloride crystals.

Sign determination analysis has been used in this research (chapters 

i+ .3. and 6) to identify the slip systems activated by cleavage as 

well as to study their distribution in different regions of the 

crystals and to interpret other cleavage structures observed in 

the electron microscope.

The shadow-decoration technique has also been tested in 

lithium fluoride crystals, though no extensive studies have been 

performed on replicas of this material. The fact that excellent 

shadow-decorated replicas of lithium fluoride cleavage surfaces 

were also obtained, suggests that this technique could be widely 

used for the study of surface structures of ionic crystals at 

r oom temperature.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS

4.1. Introduction

It has long been recognized that plastic deformation 

accompanies the propagation of cleavage cracks in alkali halide 

c rystals. A crack propagating with unsteady velocity leaves, in the 

newly created cleavage surfaces, narrow bands of intense plastic 

deformation, particularly at the zones where it halted, as has been 

described in detail in Chapter 1.

The purpose of this Chapter is to describe the results of 

d ifferent complementary experiments, performed to study the 

dislocation processes involved in the plastic deformation associated 

with the unsteady propagation of cleavage cracks in sodium chloride 

s ingle crystals, for a wide range of crack velocities. The study of 

surfa ce features characteristic of crack propagation at different 

velocities can be most suitably performed on one and the same 

crystal, by stopping a cleavage crack several times and observing 

"the zones between two successive stopp>ed fronts (section 2.2).

A detailed description will be given of the optical and 

electron microscopy observations of fresh cleavage surfaces and of 

chemically etched cleavage surfaces for cracks propagating in 

different crystallographic directions. Ihe interpretation and 

d iscussion of these observations will be given in Chapter 6.

The stepped structures of a cleavage surface associated 

with different velocities of crack propagation were studied over a 

wide range of magnification. Special emphasis was placed on the
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constant comparison between the micro (electron microscopy) and macro 

(optical microscopy) scale of observations.

It has often been assumed that semi-brittle fracture 

behaviour is similar for many ionic crystals with sodium chloride- 

like structures (section 1.1.3. An electron microscopy study of 

cleavage surfaces of lithium fluoride crystals was carried out to 

compare results for both alkali halides.

4 .2. Optical microscopy

4.2.1. Introduction

The discontinuous propagation of cleavage cracks in alkali 

halite crystals has been studied by optical microscopy by several 

authors (1) (2) (3); the surface structures originated in the plastic 

deformation introduced by cleavage cracks has also been extensively 

studied by optical microscopy (4) (5) (6) as has been summarized in 

section 1.1 .2.

The purpose of this section is to present a comprehensive 

description of the relevant characteristic features observed in 

different regions of cleavage surfaces of sodium chloride crystals 

which correspond to different velocities of crack propagation.

This macro description of the cleavage features as observed in the 

op tical microscope complements the electron microscopy observations; 

in thi s way an integral picture of the phenomena accompanying 

unsteady crack propagation can be envisaged.

4.2.2. Observations

The propagation of cleavage cracks in sodium chloride 

s ingle crystals was studied under the optical microscope through the 

interference pattern between the light reflected from the two surfaces



created by the crack as described in section 2.1.

The sharpness on the crack front and the regular spacing of 

the fringes that can be observed in Fig. 4.1 are an indication that 

the crack is wedge shaped.

Observation of a large number of specimens shews several 

f eatures that can be considered as typical of propagation of cleavage 

cracks in sodium chloride single crystals under the experimental 

conditions described in section 2.1. The node in which the cleavage 

crack propagated is sketched in Fig. 4.2. The crack usually started 

at a comer and propagated radially until reaching the two opposite 

<100> crystal edges where it began to straighten up. Bulging of the 

crack front at the crystal edges as a consequence of the drag exerted 

on the propagating crack front is evident in Fig. 4.3.

Once the crack has been stopped, it nucleates, when restarting, near 

the center of the crack front, provided no large cleavage steps are 

present; it then propagates forwards and sideways at high velocity 

as depicted in Fig. 4.2 until it is able to run almost freely and 

straightens up again.

If the cleavage tool is withdrawn, the crack front retreats 

slightly; Fig. 4.3 shows the crack finally at rest. It shews a 

noticeable ragging everywhere except in the zones where the crack 

front is exactly parallel to [010] direction.

Cleavage steps follow the general direction of crack 

prepagation and are almost always perpendicular to the instantaneous 

positions of the crack front. When the crack is propagating in the 

[ 100] general direction and the velocity is not high, they have a 

tendency to run in the crystallographically preferred [lOO] direction.
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Fig. 4.3. Optical micrograph of a partially cleaved sodium 

chloride crystal shoving the stopped front after 

removing the cleavage chisel. Magn. llOx
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Where the crack front bulges, particularly when restarting, they do 

not follow the [lOO] direction but run along non-crystallographic 

curved paths, following again the local crack propagation direction. 

Arrow in Fig. 4.4 points out to a zone where local bulging of the 

crack front can be recognized by the opposite slopes of neighbouring 

cleavage steps at a particular stopped front. This highly localized 

bulge in the crack front must be related to a perturbation in the 

stress field of the crack tip.

The crack front is distorted by the presence of cleavage 

steps. This distortion increases with the height of the step. For 

high cleavage steps the crack front can make a turn of approximately 

90°as can be seen in Fig. 4.4.

Overlapping of the crack front, preceeding the formation of a 

cleavage step can also be observed in micrograph 4.4 through the 

interference fringes. Perturbation in the propagation direction of 

small cleavage steps occurs near the riser of high cleavage steps.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.4 snail steps at both levels of high step 

AA are deviated towards its riser.

Cleavage steps may sometimes, at a stopped front, change 

direction abruptly and develop a short [OlO] segment before following 

again the local direction of crack propagation. Fig. 4.5 is a 

micrograph from an etched cleavage surface in which steps PQRT,

P'Q'R'T' illustrate this phenomenon. This perturbation in the 

propagation of cleavage steps can sometimes be observed even at their 

intersection with slip bands as very short segments.

Fig. 4.6 shows a lateral (010) cross-section (see section 2.2) 

of a sodium chloride crystal with a stopped (001) cleavage crack in 

which a peculiar effect exhibited by several cracks is observed.
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Fig. 4.4. Distortion of crack front by the presence of a 

high cleavage step. Arrow shows localized bulging of a 

stopped crack front as revealed by opposite slope of 

neighbouring cleavage steps. Magn. llOx.

Fig. 4.5. Optical micrograph frcm an etched cleavage surface 

of a NaCl crystal . Magn. llOx .
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The crack was propagating as indicated by the arrow. A few microns 

before it stopped a secondary parallel cleavage appeared. The 

original cleavage gradually ceased to propagate and the secondary 

cleavage was the one that cut through the crystal. Fig. 4.6 is a 

composite micrograph from the crystal in which the distance between 

primary and secondary cleavage was a maximum among the twenty crystals 

studied.

Optical microscopy studies of chemically etched cleavage 

surfaces of sodium chloride crystals showed that there is a high 

density of dislocations at the stopped fronts.

Fig. 4.5 is an example of the resolution that was obtained 

at an optical microscope scale. As already described in section 2.2.3 

it was not possible to resolve individual dislocations in the stopped 

fronts and the investigation was continued at an electron microscopy 

level.

4.3. Electron microscopy

The individual surfaces of a sodium chloride single crystal 

revealed after the completion of cleavage, have different features 

depending on the velocity and direction of cleavage propagation (as 

already described in section 1.1.2).

Partial electron microscopy studies of decorated replicas of sodium 

chloride cleavage surfaces were reported for example by Bassett (11), 

Bethge (12), Forwood (13,14), Stirland (15), Robins et al. (16),

Appel et al. (17), Levi (18), but no comprehensive investigation has 

been published on the different features associated with different 

crack propagation velocities and directions.

This section will deal with a detailed description of these 

different features on an atomic level, as rendered visible by

■ m
--
- 
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decorated and shadow-decorated replicas (see sections 2,2.2 and 3.2.1) 

observed in the electron microscope. A discussion and interpretation

0 f these features is deferred to Chapter 6,

The zone between two stopped crack fronts has been studied 

in  the electron microscope for a large number of crystals and a 

s chematic tracing of the main characteristic features observed is 

shown in Fig. 4.7, Five different zones have been considered:

1 ) "Tartan pattern" zone

2) "Stop band" zone

3) Restarting zone with inclined steps

4) V or "lightning" zone

5 ) Transition zone from V pattern to tartan pattern

Three of these zones, the tartan pattern, the stop band, and the

restarting are shown in the composite electron micrograph, Fig.4.8.

These five zones appear always in the same sequence. When 

a cleavage crack is decelerating prior to stopping the electron 

micrographs show numerous transverse slip lines as well as 

longitudinal lines, forming a "tartan pattern". The transverse slip 

lines become more and more frequent as the velocity decreases and 

form slip bands that are closer and closer together. They become so 

crowded that they can seldom be resolved into individual lines: this 

zone is a few tenth of a micron wide and henceforth will be called 

"stop band" (zone 2, Fig. 4.7). It is believed that this zone is 

whe re the crack came to rest after a healing process, even if very 

slight, is completed. The healing process cannot proceed in the 

presence of transverse deformation. Very numerous short straight 

lines parallel to the [lOO] direction start at the the "stop band". 

Some of these lines end at transverse slip steps, others end at snail
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Fig. 4.7. Schematic tracing of main characteristic features 

observed between two stopped crack fronts - 1) 

Tartan pattern zone - 2) Stop band zone - 3) 

Restarting zone with inclined steps - 4) V or 

lightning pattern zone - 5) Transition zone from 

V pattern to tartan pattern.







cleavage steps that follow the local direction of crack propagation, 

and others depending on the direction of crack propagation, change 

direction. This region is followed by a very intricate pattern of 

inclined cleavage steps, generally similar to a lightning pattern.

The inclination of these steps is related to the local direction of 

crack propagation. These steps become straighter until they form a 

well developed lightning pattern (zone 4, Fig. 4.7). Part of the 

lines, following the local crack propagation direction become 

parallel to [100] , sane transverse slip lines appiear and both types 

of lines tend to form the tartan pattern.

The analysis of these zones will begin with a brief mention 

of the already well-known lightning pattern and the transition zone 

and it will be followed by a detailed description of the other three 

zones.

4.3.1. V or lightning zone

The lightning pattern is composed of straight and well 

formed Vs and is always present when a cleavage crack is running 

freely at high velocities in a direction different frcm [lOO] . It 

has already been studied in detail by electron microscopy by several 

authors (3) (13) (18).

The relatively high steps present in this zone are 

inclined with respject to the [lOO] direction as a result of the local 

crack propagation direction (originated in the bowing of the crack 

front as already described in section 4.2)

4.3.2. Transition zone from V-pattem to tartan pattern

When the crack is running at slower velocities, the atonic 

step>s forming the Vs tend to align parallel to the crystallographically
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preferred [100] direction as can be observed in Fig. 4.3*+.

Transverse slip lines and the [100] longitudinal lines form a 

tartan pattern.

4.3.3. TARTAN PATTERN ZONE

As the crack decelerates, the transverse slip systems are 

act ivated and as a consequence numerous transverse slip lines appear 

(Fig. 4.9 lines AA, BB, etc).

These transverse slip lines and the longitudinal lines 

parallel to the [100] direction accompanying the propagating crack 

are arranged in a way quite similar to a tartan pattern. This zone, 

related to a decrease in the velocity of crack propagation, will be 

called the tartan pattern zone.

Ihe length of this tartan pattern zone is dependent on the 

spacin g between two consecutive stop bands; it extends over one fourth 

to one half of the distance between these bands. Under the present 

working conditions, zone lengths between 50u-100p to 400y-500u have 

been observed.

4 .3.3.a) Observations of normal decorated replicas

All along the tartan pattern zone, atomic cleavage steps 

run parallel to the crystallographically preferred [100] direction. 

Under these conditions it is not possible to distinguish between the 

e lementary cleavage steps and the longitudinal slip lines appearing 

in this region .Fig. 4.10 is a composite electron micrograph of the 

beginning of a tartan pattern zone.

No displacement is observed at the intersection of these perpendicular 

lines, although displacement of transverse slip lines can be seen at 

their intersection with high cleavage step».
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Fig pattern34 Transition from V-pattern to

NaCl crystalreplica ofStandard decorated
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At the beginning of the tartan pattern zone there are few 

transverse slip lines. The density of transverse slip lines increases 

a s the velocity of the crack decreases; very frequently they are 

grouped in bands of variable width. The longitudinal lines are not 

homogeneously distributed (see Fig. 4.10).

It is not unconmon to observe a transverse line deflected 

from its [010] direction into an oblique or perpendicular line and 

back to a line parallel to the original [010] direction. This is 

interpreted as a cross-slip of a (101) [101] dislocation from its 

original (101) plane to a neighbouring (101) plane (Fig, 4.11) (line 

ABCD). More often the cross-slip segment follows a curved path (Fig.

4 .12 line ABC), As was seen in the introduction, it was sometimes 

assumed that this cross-slip was related to the heating of the 

specimen during preparation of the decorated replicas.

Another characteristic of this zone is the presence of well localized 

bundles of parallel longitudinal lines, starting from a transverse 

slip line and ending in another transverse slip line-Fig. 4.13 shews 

the origin of such a structure.

The tartan pattern structures were also studied for 

cleavages propagating in a direction different from [lOO].

No new features were observed except for the presence of 

c leavage steps running in directions other than [lOO] following the 

local direction of crack propagation.

The presence of bundles of parallel longitudinal lines has 

also been observed, but their length is noticeably shorter than in the 

case of cracks running parallel to [lOO] .

4.3.3.b) Observations of the shadow-decorated replicas

In order to have a better insist of the relationship



Fig. 4.12. Electron micrograph of standard decorated 

replica of a NaCl crystal showing a cross

slip structure with a curved path.

Fig. 4.15. Electron micrograph of a shadow-decorated replica 

of a NaCl crystal. Shadowing direction 

perpendicular to the transverse lines.
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decorated replica of a NaCl crystal.
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between these surface structures and the activated slip planes, 

shadow-decorated specimens were studied. As described in Chapter (3), 

in shadow - decora ted replicas positive steps or steps-up are 

characterized by the condensation of large nuclei; negative steps or 

steps-down are rendered visible through the condensation of small 

n uclei,

Ttoo kinds of experiments were performed as described in 

s ection 3.2,2 so that the sense of the longitudinal lines or the 

s ense of the transverse lines could be determined by shadowing in 

different directions.

Fig. 4.11+ is a composite electron micrograph of a replica 

with the shadcw-deaoration performed so that the up or down 

longitudinal steps can be distinguished. It is evident that 

longitudinal lines of both signs are present. An important observation 

from a large number of photographs is that there is about the same 

number of lines of both signs in average. Although steps do not 

alternate in sign regularly the presence of pairs of up and down 

s teps was fairly frequently observed. As has been stated in section 

3.3 groups of closely spaced small monoatomic steps, have in general 

the same sign. The overall level is mintained by groups alternating 

in sign.

Several interesting features of the transverse bands can be 

observed in shadcw-decorated replicas prepared in such a way that the 

s ign of the transverse steps can be determined .

Both transverse slip systems are activated as can be seen in Fig.

4 .15, In particular, band AA , consists of both negative and positive 

steps. It has often been observed that many of the mixed transverse 

slip bands, like AA (Fig. 4.15), consist mostly of lines of one sign,
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bounded by two lines of the opposite sign .

Fig. 4.16 shows a wide band consisting mostly of slip steps 

of the same sign (originated as a consequence of the activation of 

o nly one slip system).

Although many of the transverse lines are of monoatomic height, some 

of the slip lines of the transverse bands are several units high.

Another interesting feature is the interaction of many 

small cleavage steps with dense transverse slip bands. Cleavage step 

PQRfig. 4.17, shows a peculiar effect exhibited by many small cleavage 

steps: the step follows the general direction of crack propagation 

until it developes a jog in the [010] direction at a particular step 

of the slip band; the cleavage step develops another jog when it 

resumes the general direction of crack propagation. Distances of 

interaction between 0.5y and 5y have been observed, Ihis same effect 

o n a macro scale has been described in section 4,2.2.

The fact that the lines of the transverse band increase (or decrease) 

their height discontinuously over short distances by the interaction 

with very small cleavage steps was strikingly shewn through the 

observation of shadow decorated specimens. See Fig, 4.17,

Bundles of parallel longitudinal lines already described in section4.3.3.a 

have been studied in shadow -decorated replicas to determine, when 

possible , the sign of the observed steps.

Fig. 4,18a) and b) are composite electron micrographs of the origin 

and end of three of these bundles. These particular bundles were 

photographed all along their lenght (approximately 150y),

Fig.4.18a illustrates the typical characteristics of the origin of 

these bundles: they stem from a region of single transverse slip 

lines; one end of the transverse lines coincides exactly with the
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Fig. 4.17. Interaction of a small cleavage step with a 

dense transverse slip band. Shadcw-decorated 

replica.
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first longitudinal step. No remarkable feature is observed on the 

transverse slip lines at the other end of the bundles. There is no 

noticeable change in the bundles all along their length, even when 

they intersect single or grouped transverse slip lines ( see for 

example groups AA, BB in Fig. 4.18 and CC in Fig. 4.19).

No systematic distribution of signs of neighbouring 

longitudinal lines has been observed. In particular, as stated 

above, they do not alternate their signs.

A peculiar effect has been observed, concerning the origin 

of one of the bundles (Fig. 4.20): the slip line which gives origin 

to this extended bundle has a cross-slip segment and the left section 

of the bundle stems from this cross-slip segment.

Another feature of this micrograph is worth mentioning: the
o

relatively high cleavage step SS ( 180 A high) is clearly deflected 

at its intersection with the slip line which is the origin of the 

bundle being described. This is particularly noteworthy as this slip 

line does not look different from the previous slip lines which the 

step intersects. The fact that the deviation of the high cleavage 

step as well as the beginning of the bundle, both occur at this 

particular transverse slip line, distinguish it as different from 

its neighbours.

There is one more feature worth mentioning in this 

micrograph: slip lines are deflected by the cleavage step SS; pairs 

AA, BB, CC, DD in the same sense, but pairs EE, FF are deviated in 

the opposite sense. This strongly suggests that both transverse slip 

systems have been activated.

In electron micrograph N°4.21 the typical cross-slip 

structure already described in section 4.3.1.a can be observed for
s
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slip step ABCD.

The density of these cross-slip structures decreases for 

shadow-decorated replicas as compared to the replicas prepared with 

the standard decoration technique.

For shadow-deoorated specimens most of the cross-slip structures 

are along low index crystallographic directions.

4.3.4. "Stop Bands"

4.3.4a) Observations in standard decorated replicas.

As the deceleration of the crack proceeds, the width and

d ensity of the transverse bands increases. These hands are closer

and closer together as they approach the "stop band". Longitudinal

unit lines are stopped or deviated by different transverse bands,

and their density decreases noticeably.

The "stop bands" can seldom be resolved into individual

slip 1 ines. In the few light bands where this is possible, densities 
0

of  the order of 10 lines/cm have been measured for the transverse 

slip li nes. These stop bands form walls that only cleavage steps 

higher than 100 A can transverse with a minor deviation; atonic 

cleavage steps and longitudinal slip lines are completely stopped 

at these bands (see Fig. 4.8).

Very numerous short straight lines parallel to the [100] direction 

s tart at the stop bands, in the zones where the local direction of 

the crack front is roughly parallel to the [010] directionCthe crack 

is propagating in the general [100] direction, see Fig. 4,22) The 

length of these short lines ranges from 0.2y to about ly.

Their density varies from approximtely 4x10“'/cm to 7x10 /cm and 

their distribution is not uniform. Seme of these lines end at 

transverse slip lines, others end at small cleavage steps that follow
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the local direction of crack propagation. Many change direction 

following the local direction of crack propagation.

A  crack front that is roughly parallel to the[010] 

direction, is not strictly straight: a slight curvature, only 

visible on the scale of the electron microscope is always present, 

apart frcm the large bulges observed at high cleavage steps, crystal 

edges, etc.. In these slightly curved zones, the short straight 

lines have their origins at different transverse slip lines, starting 

always strictly in the [100] direction,as can be seen in Fig. 4-.23.

The behaviour of the short straight lines originating at 

the stop bands is altered by the presence of a high step, and it is 

not the same for both levels of the step. This effect can be seen in 

the composite electron micrograph, Fig. 4.24. On the left side of the 

high step, the short straight lines starting at the stop band are 

parallel to the [100] direction up to a certain distance frcm the 

step where they suddenly start running parallel to the[010] direction. 

No short straight lines can be seen in an intermediate position.

On the right side of the step they have the behaviour already 

described for a crack front in a [OlO] direction. This last 

photograph illustrates the different behaviour of unit steps at both 

levels of a high cleavage step, as observed in decorated replicas.

The stresses originated at the high cleavage step disturb the shape 

of the crack front and unit steps running at one level of the 

cleavage step are deflected into the [010] direction.

For a better understanding of the processes giving rise 

to the structure observed at the stop bands, curved crack fronts 

originated in cleavages propagating in a direction different from 

[lOO]were studied.
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r



Fig. 4.23. Slightly curved stop band. Standard decorated replica 

of a MaCl crystal.
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The composite electron micrograph ( Fig. 4.25) shows a 

stopped crack front, laying roughly in a [ 110]direction. Numerous 

transverse lines parallel to [010] change direction where the crack 

came to rest after a brief healing process.

The peculiar effect exhibited by many small cleavage steps 

at dense slip bands, described in section 4.3.3.b is shown by step 

PQRT in this last figure: the step follows the general direction of 

crack propagation and develops a jog in the [010] direction at the 

stop band. When cleavage is restarted, the step follows the new 

direction of crack propagation.

Many atonic steps have a similar behaviour as can be seen in Fig.

4.25 for steps LMN and PSH, for example. These steps, running nearly 

parallel to [010] can be identified as cleavage steps because: a) of 

their intersection with slip steps running exactly parallel to [OlO] 

and b) of their curvature following the local direction of crack 

propagation when the crack is restarted.

Steps starting at the end of slip lines run parallel to 

[lOO] and afterwards change to the local crack propagation direction 

as can be clearly seen in lines SS and XX, Fig. 4.25.

Fig. 4.26 is a composite electron micrograph of another 

section of same stop band shown in Fig. 4.25. In this electron micro

graph, probably due to a local distorsion, the crack front changes 

direction and is, for a short while, only slightly inclined to the

[OlO] direction. The main features are in this case quite similar 

to those observed for stop bands parallel to [010] . It is very 

difficult to distinguish whether there are some unit cleavage steps 

having a jog in the [010] direction, similar to LMN, PGH, in Fig.

4.25.
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4.3.4.b) Observations of shadow-decorated replicas

Cleavage structures at a stop band were further 

investigated in shadow-decorated replicas, prepared with the 

shadowing direction perpendicular or parallel to the crystal 

length (section 3.2.2. ).

Surface relief related to longitudinal steps is evident 

in Fig. 4 .27, which is typical of replicas prepared with 

shadowing direction perpendicular to the crystal length. Even 

surface structures lying in the shadow of the relatively high
O

steps ( approximately 50 A  high ) are effectively decorated by 

very small gold nuclei, as described in section 3.3.

The col lection of many of the short straight steps by a high 

cleavage step, as well as the ending of some of them at a transverse 

line ( see section 4.3.3.a ) are also illustrated in this figure.

It can also be inferred from the different sizes of the 

condensed nuclei that the sign of neighbouring short straight steps 

do not necessarily alternate ( see for example lines ABC, DEC, 

FGH,LMH, in Fig. 4.27 ). Some of the short straight lines starting at 

the stop band are evidently pairs, as those indicated by the arrow 

in Fig. 4.27.

A  zone of a stop band containing a larger than usual 

proportion of these pairs is shown in Fig. 4.28. It is to be noted 

that not all the pairs have the same orientation ( the up step of 

each pair, marked by the larger size of the condensed nuclei, is 

not always on the same side of a pair, i.e. pairs A, B, C, have 

their up step to the left of the photograph while pairs M, N, have 

their up step to the right).

Another distinctive feature observed in this micrograph

/  ■ \
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is the large number of isolated short straight lines. It is not 

possible to ascertain whether seme of these are pairs of lines 

unresolved due to the large size of the nuclei as compared to the 

distance between neighbouring steps ( lines F, G. H, I ).

As already described in section 4.3.3.b), shadow-decoration 

technique makes more evident the jogged path of a cleavage step 

traversing a stop band ( see Fig. 4.29, step SS). The unexpected 

observation of short segments of apparently isolated relatively high 

cleavage steps in the stop bands is illustrated in Fig. 4.29.

Replicas prepared with shadowing direction perpendicular 

to the transverse bands showed ( as in Fig. 4.30) a sudden increase 

(or decrease) in the height of some transverse steps for short 

segments, not related to the presence of arriving cleavage steps, 

but connected to outgoing steps.

It can be inferred frem both kinds of shadow-decoration 

experiments that the stop band is far frem being only a collection 

of transverse monoatcmic slip steps; it is a zone of marked and 

variable relief. In dense stop bands, even entire crystal blocks 

are displaced upwards or downwards.

Composite electron micrograph ( Fig. 4.31) shows 

strikingly that a step is originated at the end of each transverse 

slip line when the crack cuts through the screw component at one 

side of a transverse dislocation loop. Ihis micrograph suggests that 

all these unit steps starting from the extreme right of each 

transverse slip line are of the same sign. The slight curvature of 

the crack can be deduced from the staircase-like ending of transverse 

slip lines.
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tig 31 Stop band Composite electron ofmicrograph shadowzone

decorated replica of NaCl crystal Shadowing direction

perpendicular theto long steps Inset high magnification

of of composite micrographpart
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Fig. 4.31. Stop band zone. Composite electron micrograph of shadow

decorated replica of NaCl crystal Shadowing direction

perpendicular the long stepsto Inset high magnification

of of composite micrographpart
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4.3.5. Restarting zone with inclined steps

This zone is the first one inmediately ahead of the short 

straight steps steming from a stop band.

Two types of structures can be observed simultaneously in 

this zone: a river pattern and something similar to a lightning 

pattern. The multitude of unit cleavage steps originating in the 

healed region form short, low angled V-shaped figures which combine 

to form short irregular lightning patterns. The steps in these 

patterns deviate to form many deltas in the river pattern. Fig. 4.32 

is an enlarged photograph of a region of Fig. 4.24, illustrating 

these structures.

The unit steps, originating at the stop band, are inclined afterwards 

to follow the local crack propagation direction, added to these 

steps result in a very intricate pattern.

When the crack accelerates and runs again in a (001) 

cleavage plane, the structure clarifies: cleavage steps coalesce in 

a river pattern, only a few relatively high steps remain and the 

normal lightning structure developes ( Fig. 4.33).

4.3.6. Study of a lateral cross-section of a stopped cleavage crack

Shadcw-decorated replicas of a lateral (010) cross-section 

of sodium chloride crystals with a stopped (001) cleavage crack were 

prepared as described in section 2.2.2.

Same effect described in section 4.2.2 can be observed in 

Fig. 4.35: a secondary crack starts at a plane less than 10u below 

the primary cleavage plane. The secondary crack begins approximately 

50y before the original crack end. Hie secondary crack is stopped 

seme 200w ahead of its origin.







I i

Fig. 4.35. Shadow-decorated replica of a lateral (010) cross-section 

of a sodiun chloride crystal with a stopped (001) 

cleavage crack.

-72c-
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4 .4. Etching

An electron microscopy study of shadowed replicas ( see 

s ection 2.2.2 ) of chemically etched sodium chloride cleavage surfaces 

obtained as described in section 2.3 was performed.

Fig. 4.36 is a composite electron micrograph frcm a region of 

a n  etched cleavage surface including a stop band. There are a number 

o f features about dislocation distribution which nay be noted from 

this micrograph, For example, the crack front at stationary position 

is marked by the high density dislocation band. It deviates slightly 

from the [010] direction, indicated by the weak traces left by the 

slip bands. The weak trace of cleavage step SS provides some 

confirmation to the hypotesis that the stopped crack front coincides 

with the high density dislocation band: just before reaching this 

band the step propagation direction makes a small angle to the [100] 

direction and is perpendicular to it; the cleavage step changes 

direction abruptly after the dislocation band. This is the behaviour 

expected from a cleavage step at a stop band as already described in 

section 4.2,2.

Most of the etch pits at the stop band seem to be 

distributed at random; no preferential alignment along [100] or [010] 

directions could be observed.

Density of etch pits along a stop band is not homogeneous, 

but a typical value is approximately 109 disl/cm2.

Xt is to be noted the low density of etch pits along the 

traces of slip bands. There is a low density of etch pits all along 

the tartan-pattern zone and no preferential alignment along any 

crystallographic direction was observed.



Fig. 4.36. Stop band zone. Etched cleavage surface of a
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Only few rounded, shallow and large etch pits were 

observed at the restarting zone.

4.5. Electron microscopy study of cleavage surfaces of lithium 

fluoride single crystals

Standard decorated and shadow-decorated replicas of lithium 

fluoride crystals were prepared and studied in the electron microscope 

to compare the resulting cleavage structures left by unsteady crack 

propagation with those already studied for sodium chloride crystals.

Same dependence of the cleavage structures with crack 

propagation velocity was observed and the five zones described in 

section 4.3 were found in the region between two stopped crack fronts.

Fig.4.37 shows a typical tartan pattern. Although 

decoration is not as good as for the sodium chloride crystals, the 

pattern is quite similar for both materials. Even bundles of 

longitudinal steps sterling from a transverse slip line and ending 

in a weak slip band were observed as illustrated in Fig. 4.38.

Stop band zones are shown in Fig . 4.39. All the 

characteristic features described for this zone for the sodium 

chloride crystals can be observed. In particular it is to be noted 

the jogged structure of relatively lew cleavage steps at their 

intersection with dense transverse slip bands and with the stop 

bands. Seme evaporations effects are visible in these photographs 

as a consequence of the heating of the specimen during the 

decoration process.

Although the investigation on lithium fluoride was less 

exhaustive as it was performed only for comparison purposes, frem
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Fig. 4.39. Stop band zone. Standard decorated replica of 

a LiF crystal.
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the seven crystals studied, it seems that the density of transverse

slip bands is lower for lithium fluoride than for sodium chloride.
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Chapter 5

X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

5 .1. Introduction

While attempting to understand the relationship between the 

surface structures described in chapter 4 and the dislocations 

nucleated by the crack, some doubts arose on the slip systems that 

comprise plastic deformation. X-ray topography is a good complementary 

technique to electron microscopy observations. It is not as effective 

in revealing snail details as electron microscopy is, but it is 

capable of giving a good survey of dislocations arrangement in a large 

volume of the crystal, provided dislocation density is not very high.

Dislocation distribution is made visible through several 

contrast mechanisms. Wilkens (1) reviewed the mechanisms of contrast 

formation acting as sources of image contrast in the Berg-Barrett 

technique. Two of these mechanisms arise frcm local rotations of the 

crystal lattice: a) when the rotation axis is parallel to the 

intersection of the plane of incidence of the X-rays with the 

reflecting planes "displacement contrast" appears; b) "orientation 

contrast" appears as a oonsequence of lattice rotations around an 

axis normal to the plane of incidence. Reduction of the periodicity 

^hkl "the diffracting planes reduces the primary extinction of the 

X-rays and gives rise to another image contrast mechanism, generally 

called "extinction contrast" (2 ). This extinction oontrast is a maximum 

when the reduction of periodicity is in a direction normal to the 

diffracting planes, i.e. when g.8 =l (g= diffracting planes, b=

Burgers vector of the dislocations).



Plastic deformation in lithium fluoride single crystal has 

been intensively studied by X-ray topography (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ) but some 

specifi c experimental problems arise when working with sodium 

chloride crystals, due to its hygroscopic character and its 

relatively high plasticity, as has been stated in section 

Besides, even single crystals grown under very careful conditions 

exhibit many subgrain boundaries, which make it very difficult to 

observe the traces of activated slip planes simultaneously in every 

region of the crystal.

Recently Strunk (6 ) has studied, by X-ray topography, 

sodium chloride crystals plastically deformed under compression but 

to our knowledge the results to be described in this chapter, are 

Hie first X-ray topography study of the deformation introduced by 

unsteady cleavage in sodium chloride single crystals.

Direct comparison of X-ray topography and electron 

microsoopy studies is possible by using both halves of the same 

crystal as already mentioned in section 2 .2 .

An X-ray topography study of lithium fluoride was carried 

out under the same experimental conditions in which the sodium 

chloride topographs were obtained, in order to elucidate whether 

p lastic deformation accompanying crack propagation is similar in 

sodium chloride and lithium fluoride, and whether the experimental 

conditions used in this research are comparable to those used by 

other workers in lithium fluoride

5 .2.0. Experimental

A Lang A3 * camera installed on a Rigaku Denki Microfucus

* Rigaku Denki Co. Ltd. Tokyo - Japan.



1 ine or a point focus. A line focus was used throughout this work to 

minimize exposure times. The apparent size of the focus is 

approximately 0.1 x 0.5 mm.

The X-ray beam is directed onto a crystal previously 

oriented so that the Bragg reflecting conditions can be obtained for 

a predetermined set of crystallographic (hkl) planes. The divergence 

of  the incident beam is adjusted by a system of collimating slits so

Li

as to obtain only the Bragg reflection from the Ka^ characteristic 

radiation.

A sketch of Lang's camera and X-ray source for back 

reflection geometry is shown in fig. 5.2. The camera collimating tube 

has two slits. Slit S p  near the window of the X-ray tube, is fixed 

and throughout this work a width of lOOy was chosen; slit Sj was used 

with several widths ranging from 50y to 100y. The diffracted beam is 

recorded on a photographic plate. The Lang camera is designed so 

that the crystal-photographic plate system has translation movement; 

in this way the X-ray beam may sweep the whole crystal. The plate is 

placed perpendicular to the diffracted beam to avoid a broadening of 

the inage.

The Lang camera is intended for transmission topography, so 

it has some geometric limitations when used in reflection geometry.
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improve the resolution of the reflection topographs. A smaller 

spe cimen holder was constructed to bring the film closer to the 

crystal. High resolution Ilford L4 50y plates were used.

The sodium chloride crystals were kept under a dry nitrogen 

flux while the X-ray topographs were taken to avoid surface attack by 

humid air«

5.2.1. Back-reflection topography

Information on the surface distribution of dislocations is 

obtained from reflection topography. Fig. 5.3 shows the geometry of 

the back reflection topographs.

Fig. 5.3. Geometry of the back-reflection X-ray topography.

The following geometry considerations were borne in mind in 

order to obtain maximum contrast and resolution in the imaging of 

crystals:



1) The angle of incidence of X-rays, 4>, must be small; 6>a to obtain 

a reflected beam.

2 ) The exit angle of X-rays \p, should be approximately 90°. The 

photographic plate, perpendicular to the diffracted rays is then 

approximately parallel to the surface of the crystal. In this way, 

the compression of the scaling factor on the film, parallel to the 

plane of incidence is decreased, the crystal-photographic plate 

distance can be very small with this geometry.

3) Small penetration depth of the X-rays, tp,is required (t^ is a 

function of the absorption coefficient of the sample and of the 

geometry of the reflection).

Best experimental conditions for the sodium chloride crystals were 

obtained with Gu Ka-̂  radiation for the (044) reflections. For these 

reflections

d ( 0 4 4 )  = 0..9 9 7  X

0 B = 5 0 ° 3 0 '

a = 4 5 °

♦ = 0 B -a  = 5 ° 3 0 '

*

IIa+CQ
CDII 9 5 °3 0

t P = 12p

Best experimental conditions for the lithium fluoride 

crystals were obtained with Cr Kâ _ radiation for the (022) reflections.
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symnetric reflection was chosen to minimize the horizontal distortion 

of the image.

If the defect density throughout the crystal is very high, 

this technique fails to give much information. X-ray tomography (or 

depth limited X-ray topography) circumvents this difficulty.

Fig. 5.4 is a sketch of the geometry involved in X-ray 

tonography. Slit S3 can be rrodified to intercept the rays diffracted 

by one of the crystal surfaces. By selecting a snail S3 slit, only a 

narrow slice of the crystal is imaged, improving the resolution. For 

lithium fluoride crystals good tomographs were obtained with Mo Kaq 

radiation and (2 0 0) reflections.

n

Fig. 5.4. Geometry of the X-ray tomography

For sodium chloride it was impossible to obtain good 

transmission topographs or well resolved tomographs due to the 

relatively high plasticity of the crystals * the cleaved fragments
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relatively high plasticity of the crystals j the cleaved fragments



are severely bent as explained in section 1 .1.2 and it is impossible 

to inage relatively large areas of the crystal.

5.3.0. Results

A description will be given now of the main features 

observed in the X-ray topographs of sodium chloride and lithium 

fluoride cleavage surfaces, the discussion of which will be given in 

section 5.4.

5.3.1. Sodium chloride

Fig. 5.5 shows a topograph from a zone of a crystal in 

which cleavage was started from the top left comer. It is possible 

to observe:

a ) Cleavage steps SS following the local crack propagation direction.

b) Stopped crack fronts AA, BB.

c ) Traces of transverse slip systems (reinforced at the intersection 

with the stopped crack fronts).

d ) Weak traces of one of the longitudinal systems (the contrast is 

weak, the traces are observed as streaks, strengthened at the 

intersections with diagonal systems), 

e ) Neat traces of the diagonal systems. Traces of the diagonal

systems are generally observed near the crystal edges, probably 

activated by prior cleavages and propagated inside the crystal 

by misalignment of the cleavage tool.

This is confirmed in Fig. 5.6, which shows most of the cleavage 

s urface of another crystal in which the traces of the diagonal 

systems stem from the edge of the crystal.

In this photograph transverse systems are also observed and there 

are weak traces of the activated longitudinal system.







Misorientation of the subgrains is so large that some of them are out 

of reflection. It is quite evident in this photograph the poor quality 

of the initial crystals. One of the subgrains which is slightly 

misorientated in fig. 5.6, is shown in fig. 5.7 after reorientation 

of the specimen to get maximum contrast.

Parallel to the stopped crack fronts AA, BB there are in 

fig. 5.8 some short traces similar to those which appeared in 

Newkirk's (2) work on lithium fluoride and were interpreted by him 

as the outcrops of individual dislocations.

Although reflecting planes in all the topographs of the 

twelve crystals studied were chosen so that one of the longitudinal 

systems should appear with maximum contrast (g.b = 1 ), a longitudinal 

system appears neatly as continuous lines only in one of the crystals 

(fig. 5.9). Ihis last figure is a topograph from a crystal in which 

there is only one subgrain in the Bragg condition.

X-ray topography of sodium chloride crystals shews with 

great clarity that although the longitudinal systems are activated, 

the main activated systems for a slowly propagating crack are the 

transverse slip systems.

5.3.2. Lithium fluoride

Fig. 5.10 shows a reflection topograph from a cleavage 

surface of a lithium fluoride single crystal with j| = (0 2 2). 

Longitudinal systems should app>ear with maximum contrast. Cleavage 

steps and stopped crack fronts are neatly observed. Weak traces of 

the longitudinal systems and seme segments of the transverse systems 

are observed.

A region of the same crystal inaged by limited transmission 

topography can be seen in fig. 5.11. Only one third of the specimen
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depth contributed to the image. In this photograph the specimen was 

tilted 90° and the reflecting plane was chosen (g = (200)) so that 

the transverse systems should appear with maximum contrast. These 

can be observed at the stopped fronts.

The contrast dependence on the selected reflecting planes 

is evident in fig. 5.12a and 5.12b. These are two reflection topographs 

o f  the same region of a lithium fluoride crystal with diffraction 

vectors g = (022) and g = (202) respectively. It is evident that the 

longitudinal and transverse systems are both activated, but their 

traces are not visible when g.S = 0.

These results are in agreement with previous investigations 

(3, 4, 5) on lithium fluoride.

5.4. Conclusions

The main conclusions to be drawn from X-ray reflection 

topographs of sodium chloride cleavage surfaces is that, for slowly 

propagating cracks, the principal activated systems are the 

transverse slip systems. These are observed with enhanced contrast 

at the stopped crack fronts.

Ihe activation of the longitudinal slip systems was 

observed in most of the topographs as weak and discontinuous streaks, 

although experimental conditions were chosen so that each of the 

longitudinal systems should appear with maximum contrast (reflecting 

planes J = (044) and g = (044) ).

A possible explanation to the fact that the longitudinal systems are 

not always observed is that the strong activation of the transverse 

s lip systems, leading to an inhomogeneous intense plastic deformation 

of the sodium chloride crystals,gives origin to macroscopic changes





and the extinction contrast conditions are no longer valid.

No conclusions can be drawn about the distribution of 

d islocations in the activated systems. local lattice rotations, due 

to the presence of layers or walls of dislocations which can 

normally be deduced through the analysis of orientation and 

d isplacement contrast mechanisms, could not be carried out, because 

the bending of the sodium chloride crystals made it impossible to 

obtain topographs from reflecting planes others than (044 and (044).

The transmission and reflection topographs of lithium 

fluoride crystals described in section 5.3.2 show the expected 

c ontrast dependence on the selected reflecting planes. In the stopped 

crack fronts both longitudinal and transverse systems are activated; 

they can be observed when the proper reflecting planes are selected.

Comparison between sodium chloride and lithium fluoride 

topographs shows that the transverse systems are much more activated 

in sodium chloride than in lithium fluoride as can be expected from 

the higher plasticity of the sodium chloride crystals.

Thanks are due to Lie. E. Manghi and CITEFA staff for making 

available the X-ray diffractometer and cameras and far several useful 

discussions during the course of collecting the data.
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSION

6.1. Introduction

A discussion of the dislocation processes which give rise 

t o those surface structures associated with unsteady cleavage crack 

propagation will be given in this chapter. The relationship between 

the di slocation processes and crack propagation direction will also 

b e  considered.

The surface features characteristic of crack propagation 

a t  different velocities, as observed by complementary techniques, 

h ave been described in detail in chapters 4 and 5. From this 

description, a clear understanding of the main features associated 

with each stage in the unsteady propagation of a cleavage crack has 

been gained. A  considerable amount of fine scale detail, sometimes 

at an atomistic scale, is accessible through the thin film 

ceooration techniques. Although it is not possible at present to 

understand every single feature thus observed, many of the microstructures 

have been interpreted. Some of these structures have been related to 

the main features and elucidate the dislocation processes which give 

rise to the macrostructures.

6 .1 .1 . General features of an unsteady propagating crack.

The different features left on the cleaved surfaces of a

crystal by an unsteady propagating crack have been described in 

chapter 4 and a sketch is given in Figs. 4.2 and 4.7. When a 

c leavage crack is introduced in an alkali halide crystal in the 

manner described in chapter 2 , it usually starts from a corner and

)



runs at high velocity straightening its front to accommodate the

applied stresses. The cleavage surface is scratched and strongly

damaged where the cleavage wedge is first introduced in the crystal

as already described by Gilman (1) and Forwood (2) and this zone

will not be considered in the following discussion.

The whole process of unsteady crack propagation includes

the crack running freely, slowing down, stopping, retreating, and

he aling slightly (including some surface hardening), restarting and
s,

repeating the entire sequence until the crystal is finally cleaved. 

These different stages correspond to the zones described in section 

U .2.

Each time the crack is stopped and restarted, the cleavage 

crack nucleates at the center of the stopped front, because of the 

drag exerted by the crystal edges. It then spreads at high velocity 

s ideways and forwards as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Cleavage steps 

generally form a fan pattern steming from the point where the crack 

nucleates (except at the sites of very high cleavage steps). The 

angle which the cleavage steps form with the stop band depends on 

i ts position along the crack front.

Imperfect healin g of the zones immediately ahead of the stop 

band, gives rise to a surface hardening and higher stresses are required 

t o  restart the cleavage crack.

It is this surface hardening, together with the large number 

o f unit cleavage steps originating at dislocation loops, which comprise 

the stop band and build up a rough non-crystallographic surface.

While the crack is gaining velocity, river patterns are farmed, 

considerably reducing the number of steps and leaving a smoother surface 

The crack runs then freely again in a (001) plane at high
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velocity, at an angle with the 1 0 0 general direction of crack 

propagation.

As the velocity of the crack decreases, cleavage steps 

strai ghten up and become parallel to the crystallographically preferred 

[10 0] direction. In effect, in this case the risers of the steps are 

the (0 1 0 ) cleavage planes, and less energy is required to propagate a 

step. This decrease in the velocity of the crack is accompanied by 

the onset of plastic deformation, becoming only slightly visible as 

traces of the transverse and longitudinal slip systems at an optical 

microscopy scale, although clearly established in the "tartan pattern" 

observed in the electron micrographs of decorated replicas and in the 

X-ray topographs.

The crack finally stops and retreats to the stop band 

accompanied by imperfect healing of the two cleavage surfaces, During 

the time the crack is at rest, some relaxation of the stresses 

concentrated at the tip of the crack occurs by the expansion of dislocation 

loops; some surface induced movement of dislocation also takes place.

Each time the crack is restarted, additional plastic 

deformation occurs in the already torn up part of the crystal, leading 

to  an enhancement of the existing slip bands and to a polygonization 

o f  the stop bands.

The relationship between these main features and the more 

detailed structures observed nainly at an electron microscopy leVel 

will t } discussed in the following sections.

6 . 1 . 2 .  D e t a i l e d  s u r f a c e  s t r u c t u r e s  l e f t  b y  a n  u n s t e a d y  p r o p a g a t in g

c r a c k .

It is important for the following discussion to define clearly 

seme of the terms to be used in the interpretation of the electron
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velocity, at an angle with the 100 general direction of crack 

propagation.

As the velocity of the crack decreases, cleavage steps 

strai ghten up and become parallel to the crystallographically preferred 

[10 0] direction. In effect, in this case the risers of the steps are 

the (0 1 0 ) cleavage planes, and less energy is required to propagate a 

step. This decrease in the velocity of the crack is accompanied by 

the onset of plastic deformation, becoming only slightly visible as 

traces of the transverse and longitudinal slip systems at an optical 

microscopy scale, although clearly established in the "tartan pattern" 

observed in the electron micrographs of decorated replicas and in the 

X-ray topographs.

The crack finally stops and retreats to the stop band 

accompanied by imperfect healing of the two cleavage surfaces, During 

the time the crack is at rest, some relaxation of the stresses 

concentrated at the tip of the crack occurs by the expansion of dislocation 

loops; some surface induced movement of dislocation also takes place.

Each time the crack is restarted, additional plastic 

deformation occurs in the already torn up part of the crystal, leading 

to  an enhancement of the existing slip bands and to a polygonization 

o f  the stop bands.

The relationship between these main features and the more 

detailed structures observed mainly at an electron microscopy leVel 

will h> discussed in the following sections.

6 . 1 . 2 .  D e t a i l e d  s u r f a c e  s t r u c t u r e s  l e f t  b y  a n  u n s t e a d y  p r o p a g a t in g

crack.

It is important for the following discussion to define clearly 

some of the terms to be used in the interpretation of the electron

J
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microscopy structures.

Surface structures previously described can be divided into 

two main groups: cleavage steps and slip steps. Cleavage steps 

monoatomic or only a few units high are related to dislocations only 

at their origin: no movement of dislocations is involved along the 

path of a cleavage step. On the other hand slip steps are always 

derived from the movement of dislocations. Slip steps are often grouped 

in bands. It is convenient to distinguish between dislocation filled 

bands and slip bands as discussed by Argon and Orowan (3) for lithium 

fluoride and magnesium oxide crystals. They state that the slip bands 

arise in an already dislocation filled crystal by the gradual concentration

0 f slip in bands (resulting in slip in a macroscopic scale), Examples 

of high transverse slip steps have already been described in chapter 

4 and are readily visible in shadow-decorated and in etched specimens.

The same zones described in section 4.2 will be considered 

in this chapter to facilitate comparison between the description of 

the characteristic features and their interpretations.

6 ,2.0.- Tartan pattern zone: active slip systems.

From observations described in chapter 4 it is inferred j

that the tartan pattern zone observed by electron microscopy techniques

1 s associated in alkali halide crystals, with deceleration of a 

cleavage crack. When the crack velocity decreases, plastic relaxation 

of the stresses concentrated at the tip of the crack can take place.

This plastic relaxation occurs through the nucleation and 

multiplication of dislocations of the transverse and longitudinal 

slip systems. Cleavage structures produced as a consequence of the
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n u c l e a t i o n  a n d  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  o f  d i s l o c a t i o n s  o f  b o t h  s l i p  s y s te m s  

w i l l  b e  d i s c u s s e d  i n  s e c t i o n s  6 . 2 . 1 .  a n d  6 . 2 . 2  f o r  a  c r a c k  p r o p a g a t i o n  

d i r e c t i o n  p a r a l l e l  t o  [ lO O ja n d  i n  s e c t i o n  6 . 2 . 3  f o r  a  c r a c k  

p r o p a g a t i o n  d i r e c t i o n  n e a r l y  p a r a l l e l  t o  [ 1 1 0 ] .

C a r e  m u st b e  t a k e n  n o t  t o  o v e r l o o k  t h a t  t h e  o b s e r v e d  c l e a v a g e  

s t r u c t u r e s  a r e  t h e  f i n a l  p i c t u r e  r e s u l t i n g  b o t h  f r o m  t h e  p r o c e s s e s  

i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  d e c e l e r a t i o n  o f  a  c l e a v a g e  c r a c k  a n d  t h o s e  r e l a t e d  

t o  t h e  w e d g e  o p e n in g  o f  t h e  c r y s t a l  a rm s .

Com m ents o n  t h e  e t c h  p i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i l l  b e  g i v e n  i n  

s e c t i o n  6 . 3 . 3 .

6 . 2 . 1 .  A n a l y s i s  o f  c l e a v a g e  s t r u c t u r e s  p r o d u c e d  b y  t h e  a c t i v a t i o n  o f  

t h e  t r a n s v e r s e  s l i p  s y s t e m s .

From X-ray topography studies, it was shown (see chapter 5), 

that the transverse slip systems are the main activated systems for 

a decelerating crack.

Numerous dislocation loops are present in the (101) and 

(Ï0 1 ) planes as a consequence of the activation of the transverse 

slip systems ahead of the crack tip; once the crack has passed through 

the activated slip plane, residual stresses move these dislocations 

in their slip plane, image forces attract them to the surface and J 

a slip trace is formed. Transverse lines forming the tartan pattern 

are thus generated.

Further plastic deformation resulting from the wedge 
O

opening of the crystal arms contribute to the characteristic 

transverse slip bands forming the tartan pattern.

It was observed that the transverse slip lines are 

inhomageneously distributed. Sane of them appear as isolated single 

lines but most of them form bands of various widths as described in
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sections 4.3.1. a) and b).

Their grouping in bands provides a verification that the 

most active mechanism for the multiplication of dislocations introduced 

by cl eavage is the infection of neighbouring planes by double cross

slip . This mechanism was first suggested by Koehler (9) and observed 

by Gilman and Johnston (5) for lithium fluoride crystals.

By using the shadow-decoration technique (section 4.3.3.b ) 

i t has been possible to demonstrate that both of the transverse slip 

systems are activated by a decelerating crack.

It is to be expected from the anisotropy of the stress 

f ield of the propagating crack that one of the transverse slip systems 

should appear more frequently. This has been confirmed by the presence 

o f  a larger number of slip lines, appearing either in isolation or 

as wide bands, belonging to the (1 0 1) [1 0 1] system ( which are 

positive steps for the figures of chapter 4) than of slip lines of 

the conjugate system.

As neither isolated slip lines of the (101) [101] system 

nor wide bands consisting mostly of lines of this system were observed, 

it can be inferred that the (1 0 1 ) [1 0 1 ] system was activated first 

and acted as a barrier to dislocations of the second activated system.

The presence of both slip systems has been observed in groups 

or bands.

A corrmon feature observed in nany of the transverse slip 

bands ( Jee section 4.3.3.b), is the occurrence of closely spaced 

groups of negative (or down) steps bounded by two positive (or up) 

steps. This distribution can be understood in terms of the 

pref erential activation of the (1 0 1) [1 0 1] system which gives origin 

to the two positive steps. Dislocations of the conjugate system 

produced at or near the surface of the crystal, are held up when they

' Y 4 w
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im p in g e  o n  t h e  s l i p  p l a n e s  o f  t h e  p r im a r y  s y s t e m ,  a l r e a d y  a c t i v a t e d ,  

a n d  c r o s s - s l i p  a n d  m u l t i p l y  i n  t h e  n a r r o w  z o n e  b e t w e e n  t h e  tw o  p la n e s  

o f  t h e  p r im a r y  s y s t e m  ( s e e  F i g .  6 . 1 ) .

Fig. 6.1

This behaviour can be related to that described by T, Suzuki (cited 

by Nabarro (6 ))for potassium chloride single crystals deformed in 

compression.

That both transverse systems are active can also be inferred 

from the observation of electron micrographs of standard decorated 

replicas through the deflection, on opposite directions, of slip 

lines at their intersection with a cleavage step. ( e.g, see Fig.

4 .20), In Fig. 4.20 the preferential activation of one of the 

transverse slip systems is also evident.

It is believed that the remarkable sudden change in the height 

o f  s^ye lines of very dense transverse bands and the jogged path of 

some cleavage steps when traversing the bands (section 4.3.3 b and 4.3.4 b) 

are related to the interaction of conjugate systems. This sudden 

change in the height of transverse lines can be accounted for by 

the presence of snail (1 0 0) cracks nucleated at the intersection of 

the orthogonal transverse systems.
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The mechanism of crack formation as a consequence of the 

interaction of conjugate slip systems has been described and explained 

for magnesium oxide crystals by Argon and Orowan (3) though a different 

i nterpretation was given by Stokes et al. ( 7 ). Argon and Orowan 

state that the basic cause of cracking in magnesium oxide is that a 

dislocation band, if not too narrow, represents a serious obstacle to 

the penetration of an intersecting band. The high stresses present 

at  the intersections can be partially accommodated by kinking and in 

many cases this is sufficient to avoid crack formation. In 

unfavourable cases kinking is not enough to relax the resulting 

stresses and cracks are nucleated. These cracks are along (001) 

or (1 0 0 ), or more often, along (1 0 1 ) or (1 0 1 ) depending on the 

relative width of the intersecting bands. In these last cases they 

run for a distance along (1 0 1 ) or (1 0 1 ) before they swing into the 

usual cleavage planes (0 0 1 ) or(1 0 0 >.

Argon and Orowan took the view that the formation of 

cracks at the intersection of dislocation bands is related to certain 

fe atures of plastic deformation of magnesium oxide crystals which 

differ distinctly from those of other softer ionic crystals of the 

sodium chloride structure. In the same year Davidge and Pratt (8 ) 

found that a common feature of sodium chloride crystals deformed in 

compression is that slip commences on two orthogonal planes one of 

which becomes inactive. The. planes of the inactive system act as 

barriers to dislocations on the main system, leading to kink bands. 

These kink bands are similar to those described by Argon and Orowan 

f or magnesium oxide crystals.

If the stresses originating in sodium chloride by the 

interaction of orthogonal transverse dislocation bands cannot be



T h e  m e ch a n ism  o f  c r a c k  f o r m a t i o n  a s  a  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  

i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  c o n j u g a t e  s l i p  s y s t e m s  h a s  b e e n  d e s c r i b e d  a n d  e x p l a i n e d  

f o r  m a g n esiu m  o x i d e  c r y s t a l s  b y  A r g o n  a n d  O row an ( 3 )  t h o u g h  a  d i f f e r e n t  

i  n t e r p r e t a t i o n  w as g i v e n  b y  S t o k e s  e t  a l . (  7 ) .  A r g o n  a n d  O row an  

s t a t e  t h a t  t h e  b a s i c  c a u s e  o f  c r a c k i n g  i n  m a g n esiu m  o x i d e  i s  t h a t  a  

d i s l o c a t i o n  b a n d ,  i f  n o t  t o o  n a r r o w ,  r e p r e s e n t s  a  s e r i o u s  o b s t a c l e  t o  

t h e  p e n e t r a t i o n  o f  a n  i n t e r s e c t i n g  b a n d .  The h ig h  s t r e s s e s  p r e s e n t  

a t  t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n s  c a n  b e  p a r t i a l l y  a cco m m o d a te d  b y  k i n k i n g  a n d  i n  

m a n y  c a s e s  t h i s  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  a v o i d  c r a c k  f o r m a t i o n .  I n  

u n f a v o u r a b l e  c a s e s  k i n k i n g  i s  n o t  e n o u g h  t o  r e l a x  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  

s t r e s s e s  a n d  c r a c k s  a r e  n u c l e a t e d .  T h e s e  c r a c k s  a r e  a l o n g  ( 0 0 1 )  

o r  (1 0 0 ), o r  m ore  o f t e n ,  a l o n g  (1 0 1) o r  (1 0 1) d e p e n d in g  o n  t h e  

r e l a t i v e  w id t h  of t h e  i n t e r s e c t i n g  b a n d s .  I n  t h e s e  l a s t  c a s e s  t h e y  

run for a distance along (1 0 1 ) or (1 0 1 ) b e f o r e  t h e y  s w in g  into t h e  

usual cleavage planes (0 0 1) or(1 0 0).

Argon and Orowan took the view that the formation of 

cracks at the intersection of dislocation bands is related to certain 

fe atures of plastic deformation of magnesium oxide crystals which 

differ distinctly from those of other softer ionic crystals of the 

sodium chloride structure. In the same year Bavidge and Pratt (8 ) 

found that a common feature of sodium chloride crystals deformed in 

compression is that slip commences on two orthogonal planes one of 

which becomes inactive. The; planes of the inactive system act as 

barriers to dislocations on the main system, leading to kink bands. 

These kink bands are similar to those described by Argon and Orowan 

f or mgnesium oxide crystals.

If tha stresses originating in sodium chloride by the 

interaction of orthogonal transverse dislocation bands cannot be
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interaction of conjugate slip systems has been described and explained 

for magnesium oxide crystals by Argon and Orowan (3) though a different 

i nterpretation was given by Stokes et al. ( 7 ). Argon and Orowan 

state that the basic cause of cracking in magnesium oxide is that a 

dislocation band, if not too narrow, represents a serious obstacle to 

the penetration of an intersecting band. The high stresses present 

at the intersections can be partially accommodated by kinking and in 

many cases this is sufficient to avoid crack formation. In 

unfavourable cases kinking is not enough to relax the resulting 

stresses and cracks are nucleated. These cracks are along (001) 

or (1 0 0), or more often, along (1 0 1 ) or (1 0 1 ) depending on the 

relati ve width of the intersecting bands. In these last cases they 

run for a distance along (1 0 1) or (1 0 1) before they swing into the 

usual cleavage planes (0 0 1 ) or(1 0 0 ).

Argpn and Orowan took the view that the formation of 

cracks at the intersection of dislocation bands is related to certain 

fe atures of plastic deformation of rragnesium oxide crystals which 

d iffer distinctly from those of other softer ionic crystals of the 

sodium chloride structure. In the same year Davidge and Pratt (8 ) 

found that a common feature of sodium chloride crystals deformed in 

compression is that slip commences on two orthogonal planes one of 

which becomes inactive. The planes of the inactive system act as 

barriers to dislocations on the main system, leading to kink bands. 

These kink bands are similar to those described by Argon and Orowan 

f or magnesium oxide crystals.

If the stresses originating in sodium chloride by the 

interaction of orthogonal transverse dislocation bands cannot be
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completely relieved by kinking, they would nucleate cracks similar 

to those described by Argon and Orowan in magnesium oxide. Cracks of 

this type are thought to be the origin of the sudden change in the 

height of lines in very dense transverse slip bands.

6 .2.2.0. Analysis of the cleavage structures produced by the 

activation of the longitudinal slip systems.

The origin of the longitudinal lines forming the tartan 

pattern is not so evident. As unit cleavage steps run, in this zone, 

along the crystallographically preferred [lOO] direction, it is 

necessary to seek additional evidence to elucidate which of the 

longitudinal lines are slip steps and which are cleavage steps.

It is assumed that most of the isolated longitudinal lines 

are cleavage steps, monoatomic or only a few units high. Most of 

these lines are those arms of Vs which reach the tartan pattern zone 

and are deflected into the [lOO] direction (see tracing 4.7 and 

section 6.5).

The number of isolated monoatomic cleavage steps which 

have their origin in grown-in dislocations is negligible. There is 

also a small number of longitudinal lines which stem from the screw 

components of transverse dislocation loops.

Longitudinal lines that do not originate by the previous 

mechanisms, can be accounted for by the nucléation of dislocation 

loops of the longitudinal systems. As described in section 4.3.3.b) 

they are inhomogeneously distributed. Most frequently they are 

grouped in bands of various widths. Here again, double cross-slip 

appears to be the most likely multiplication mechanism in 

longitudinal band formation. Longitudinal lines of both signs have 

been observed in shadow-decorated replicas. The fact that although
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sane pairs of lines have been observed, most of the longitudinal 

lines do not alternate in sign (see section 4.3.3 .b) is not in 

agreement with Bum s  and Webb's (9) interpretations of decorated 

cleavage structures of lithium fluoride crystals for cracks propagating 

at low velocities. The high density of longitudinal lines shown in 

Bums and Webb's paper (Fig.8 ) is by no means typical of a decelerating 

crack. Though localized regions of the crystal with such a density 

of longitudinal lines have been observed as illustrated in chapter 4, 

the distribution of longitudinal lines along the full extent of the 

crack front is not at all homogeneous, neither for the sodium chloride 

nor for the lithium fluoride crystals studied.

Some isolated segments of longitudinal lines have been 

observed. It is believed that these segments are formed when 

dislocation loops of the longitudinal system, nucleated by the stress 

field of the crack tip, emerge at the cleaved surface. Loops from 

approximately 0„Sy diameter have been observed. It is very difficult 

to venture an estimate of the possible upper limit for the size of 

the longitudinal loops. Though a very good resolution was obtained 

in the shadow-decorated replicas of sodium chloride crystals, the 

possibility that these short segments, which are visible as single 

lines, were formed by unresolved pairs of lines like the ones 

described by Robins et al. (10) for magnesium oxide crystals cannot 

be ruled out. If that were the case, the distance between lines of a
O

pair ̂ »uld be Less than approximately 20 A.

From the large number of specimens observed, no evidence 

was found of the presence of more than one longitudinal segment along 

the same slip plane. On the other hand B u m s  and Webb have observed 

in replicas of lithium fluoride crystals decorated with the standard 

thin film technique ( specimen heated to 125°C) the appearance of
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several segments on the same slip trace. The fact that no 

reappearance of a loop in the same slip plane has been observed in 

any of the shadow-decorated replicas, prepared at room temperature, 

of sodium chloride or lithium fluoride crystals, rules out their 

explanation of this effect in terms of dislocations moving with the 

crack tip and supports their alternative suggestion that it is due to 

deterioration of the crystal surface before the metal condensation. 

Observation of Bums and Webb's micrographs shows the presence of 

small thermal evaporation structures and further supports the latter 

hypothesis.

6 .2.2.1. Bundles: a peculiar structure of the longitudinal lines 

An explanation of the origin of the bundles of parallel 

longitudinal lines characteristic of the tartan pattern zone is 

not trivial. This is partly due to the fact that it is impossible 

to distinguish in this zone between longitudinal unit cleavage 

steps and slip steps as mentioned above.

Two possible mechanisms for their formation will be

discussed:

a) A mechanism in which the bundles are assumed to be farmed as a 

consequence of the nucleation and multiplication of dislocations 

of the transverse slip system.

b) A mechanism in which the bundles are assumed to be formed by the 

activation of the longitudinal slip systems.

a) It> could be assumed that the longitudinal steps of a bundle are 

formed when the crack cuts through the screw components of transverse 

dislocation loops. Such a high density of dislocation loops in a 

short segment of a transverse slip line could be accounted for by the 

precipitation of impurities or by the presence of a Prank-Read typ>e
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o f  d i s l o c a t i o n s  s o u r c e .  A s many c o n c e n t r i c  d i s l o c a t i o n  l o o p s  a r e  

fo r m e d  b y  t h e  F r a n k -R e a d  m e ch a n ism , i t  w o u ld  b e  c o n s i s t a n t  w i t h  t h e  

d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  s i g n s  so m e t im e s  fo u n d  i n  t h e  b u n d l e s ,  ( s e e  F i g .  6 . 2 ) .

crack propagation

Frank -  Read 
source

Fig. 6.2.

No convincing explanation can be found for the common end 

of the steps of a bundle at a transverse slip band. In effect, 

cleavage steps are farmed at the crack front, while slip steps are 

formed after the crack front has passed; therefore, slip steps 

cannot be the obstacles blocking the propagation of cleavage steps. 

On the other hand, it is inconceivable for every cleavage step of 

a bundle to encounter a dislocation of opposite sign at the same 

transverse band so that annihilation could take place.

These arguments rule out the hypothesis that bundles are 

formed by cleavage steps which originate in dislocation loops of the 

transverse slip systems.

b) The hypothesis that bundles appear as a consequence of the 

( activation of the longitudinal slip systems is supported by X-ray
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of dislocations source. As many concentric dislocation loops a r e  

formed by the Frank-Read mechanism, it would be consistant with the 

distribution of signs sometimes found in the bundles, (see Fig. 6.2).

crack propagation

Frank -  Read 
source

Fig. 6.2.

No convincing explanation can be found for the common end 

of the steps of a bundle at a transverse slip band. In effect, 

cleavage steps are formed at the crack front, while slip steps are 

formed after the crack front has passed; therefore, slip steps 

cannot be the obstacles blocking the propagation of cleavage steps. 

On the other hand, it is inconceivable for every cleavage step of 

a bundle to encounter a dislocation of opposite sign at the same 

transverse band so that annihilation could take place.

These arguments rule out the hypothesis that bundles are 

formed by cleavage steps which originate in dislocation loops of the 

transverse slip systems.

b) The hypothesis that bundles appear as a consequence of the 

activation of the longitudinal slip systems is supported by X-ray



t o p o g r a p h y  o b s e r v a t i o n s :  X - r a y  t o p o g r a p h s  show  t h e  l o c a l i z e d  

a c t i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s l i p  s y s t e m  i n  t h e  z o n e  im m e d i a t e ly  

b e f o r e  a  s t o p p e d  c r a c k  f r o n t .

M o s t  o f  t h e  i s o l a t e d  l o n g i t u d i n a l  l i n e s  o b s e r v e d  i n  t h e  

e  l e c t r o n  m ic r o g r a p h s  c a n  b e  f o l l o w e d  b a c k  t o  t h e i r  o r i g i n  a n d  h a v e  

b  e e n  i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  c l e a v a g e  s t e p s . B u n d le s  a r e  t h e  o n l y  f e a t u r e  o f  

t h e  t a r t a n  p a t t e r n  z o n e  t h a t  c a n  b e  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  a c t i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  

l o n g i t u d i n a l  s l i p  s y s t e m s .

I t  i s  b e l i e v e d  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  t h e  m o r e  l i k e l y  

m e c h a n is m  f o r  t h e  o r i g i n  o f  t h e  b u n d l e s ;  i t  b a s e s  o n  t h e  i d e a  t h a t  

t h e y  a r e  a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f e a t u r e  o f  t h e  a c t i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  

s  y s te m s  a n d  i t  c a n  e x p l a i n  t h e  l e n g t h  w h ic h  a  b u n d le  o f  l o n g i t u d i n a l  

d i s l o c a t i o n  l o o p s  c a n  a t t a i n ,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  b o t h  e n d s  

a r e  a l o n g  [0 1 0 ]  t r a n s v e r s e  l i n e s ,

It is assumed that a side of a longitudinal dislocation 

loop is cut by the crack and a cleavage step is formed, which 

f ollows the crystallographically preferred [lOOj direction. The 

other side of the dislocation loop is carried over by the stresses 

ahead of the crack tip for distances sometimes as long as 150y. 

Eventually the interaction with kinks at the intersection of two 

orthogonal transverse systems, or the interaction with the debris 

left by the multiple cross-slip of dislocations of the transverse 

system, slows down the dislocation. This is then cut by the crack, 

giving rise to a cleavage step of opposite sign which annihilates 

the previous one (see Fig. 6 .3,a). Most frequently the first side 

of this dislocation loop cross-slips in the (0 1 0) plane. This 

s urface-induced cross-slip of one side of the dislocation originates
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t o p o g r a p h y  o b s e r v a t i o n s :  X - r a y  t o p o g r a p h s  sh ow  t h e  l o c a l i z e d  

a c t i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s l i p  s y s t e m  i n  t h e  z o n e  im m e d ia t e ly  

b e f o r e  a  s t o p p e d  c r a c k  f r o n t .

M o s t  o f  t h e  i s o l a t e d  l o n g i t u d i n a l  l i n e s  o b s e r v e d  i n  t h e  

e  l e c t r o n  m i c r o g r a p h s  c a n  b e  f o l l o w e d  b a c k  t o  t h e i r  o r i g i n  a n d  h a v e  

b e e n  i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  c l e a v a g e  s t e p s .  B u n d le s  a r e  t h e  o n l y  f e a t u r e  o f  

t h e  t a r t a n  p a t t e r n  z o n e  t h a t  c a n  b e  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  a c t i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  

l o n g i t u d i n a l  s l i p  s y s t e m s .

I t  i s  b e l i e v e d  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  t h e  m ore  l i k e l y  

m e c h a n is m  f o r  t h e  o r i g i n  o f  t h e  b u n d l e s ;  i t  b a s e s  o n  t h e  i d e a  t h a t  

t h e y  a r e  a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f e a t u r e  o f  t h e  a c t i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  

s y s t e m s  a n d  i t  c a n  e x p l a i n  t h e  l e n g t h  w h ic h  a  b u n d le  o f  l o n g i t u d i n a l  

d i s l o c a t i o n  l o o p s  c a n  a t t a i n ,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  b o t h  e n d s  

a r e  a l o n g  [O lO ] t r a n s v e r s e  l i n e s .

It is assumed that a side of a longitudinal dislocation 

loop is cut by the crack and a cleavage step is formed, which 

f ollows the crystallographically preferred [lOO] direction. The 

other side of the dislocation loop is carried over by the stresses 

ahead of the crack tip for distances sometimes as long as 150p. 

Eventually the interaction with kinks at the intersection of two 

orthogonal transverse systems, or the interaction with the debris 

left by the multiple cross-slip of dislocations of the transverse 

system, slows down the dislocation. This is then cut by the crack, 

giving rise to a cleavage step of opposite sign which annihilates 

the previous one (see Fig, 6.3.a). Most frequently the first side 

o f  this dislocation loop cross-slips in the (010) plane. This 

s urface-induced cross-slip of one side of the dislocation originates
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a [OlO] slip line (segment AB, Fig. 6.3.b).

Infection of neighbouring longitudinal planes by multiple 

cross-slip of a few of these longitudinal dislocation loops accounts 

for the appearance of the bundles. Both longitudinal slip systems are 

activated: as each longitudinal dislocation loop gives rise to several 

longitudinal loops of the same sign, it is possible to explain with 

the model the observed distribution of signs of steps along a bundle 

such as in Fig. 4.18 for example. Residual stresses and the stresses 

introduced by the wedge opening of the crystal arms are the origin 

of this multiple cross-slip; they also expand the resulting dislocation 

loops back to the cross-slip segment AB on one side, and on the other 

side up to the intersecting obstacle which halted the original 

dislocation loop (Fig. 6.3.c). This explains why both ends of all 

the loops of a bundle are aligned along a [oio] direction. It 

also explains the L -shaped structure observed at the beginning of 

the bundles (see diagram 6.3.b).

It is worth noting the fact that the bands of transverse 

lines intersected by the bundles, have been formed in stages after 

most of the expansion of the longitudinal loops of the bundles has 

taken place. These transverse bands are formed at each advance of 

the wedge by multiplication of the existing transverse loops. So 

that it is quite possible that the expanding longitudinal loops do 

not actually cross the dense transverse bands observed in the 

elec'yon micrographs,.

6.2.3. Cleavage structures for a crack propagation direction 

nearly parallel to <1 1 0>

Main features of the tartan pattern zone are the same for
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a crack propagating in a [1 1 0] direction as for a crack propagating 

along [100] as described in section 4.3.3 .a).

The fact that longitudinal bundles parallel to [lOO] appear 

even for cracks propagating in a [1 1 0] direction further supports the 

hypothesis that they appear as a consequence of the activation of the 

longitudinal slip systems.

A remarkable feature is that most of the monoatomic or only 

a few atomic units high cleavage steps run almost or exactly parallel 

to the crystallographically preferred [1 0 0 ] direction while higher 

cleavage steps generally follow the [lio] local direction of crack 
propagation. The fact that monoatomic steps run parallel to [lOO] is 

in agreement with Bums and Webb's (9) observations for lithium 

fluoride crystals when the crack propagation direction differs less 

than 2 0°fram the [1 0 0] crystallographic direction (as can be inferred 

from their description of the angle between small and large 

cleavage steps). Bums and Webb also observed that steps travelling 

just slightly off the [1 1 0] direction are composed of [100]and [0 1 0 ] 

segments, but these structures have not been observed in any of 

the replicas of the sodium chloride nor lithium fluoride crystals 

studied. They cannot be considered a typical feature of atonic 

steps running slightly off the [1 1 0 ] direction for a decelerating 

crack.

6.3.0. Stop band

> The characteristic features of the stop band, which 

comprises the last stage of the deceleration process, the imnediate 

healing and the first stage of the restarting process, have been 

described in sections 4.3.4 .a and b. These features will be discussed 

in sections 6.3.1 , 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.
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6.3.1, Transverse bands associated with the deceleration process

Dislocation processes associated with the transverse bands 

included in the stop band are the same as those described for the 

tartan pattern zone: both transverse systems are active and 

multiplication by multiple cross-slip of dislocations occurs both 

b y  deceleration of the cleavage crack and by the stresses introduced 

by the wedge opening of the crystal arms.

A characteristic feature of the stop bands is the strong 

i nteraction between both transverse systems which give rise to the 

marked relief already described in section 4.3.4 b) leading even to 

the displacement of entire crystal blocks. Crack nucleation by the 

interaction of conjugate systems by an Argon and Orowan (3) mechanism, 

as air eady proposed for the tartan pattern zone, is considered 

to  be responsible for the roughness of the stop bands. It is 

believed that the stresses introduced by the wedge opening of 

the crystal arms when restarting the cleavage crack are the main 

cause of the strong interaction of conjugate systems at the stop 

band. But the influence of the stresses ahead of a decelerating 

crack tip on the interaction of conjugate systems should not be 

underestimated. The jogged paths of high cleavage steps at the stop 

band are examples of crack nucleation by this kind of interaction; 

in effect as cleavage steps are formed at the crack tip, the stresses 

introduced by the wedge opening of the crystal arms cannot influence 

their previous paths.

6.3.2. Short straight longitudinal lines: relationship with dislocations.

After the crack stops, the healing process takes place 

reaching nearly to the last deformation band. The healing process 

becomes clearly evident in the intricate pattern of inclined
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r e s t a r t i n g  s t e p s  f o u n d  a t  t h e  b e g in n in g  o f  t h e  z o n e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e  

s t o p  b a n d  ( s e e  s e c t i o n  4 . 3 . 5  ) .  M ore  i n f e r e n t i a l  e v i d e n c e  o f  t h i s  

h  e a l i n g  i s  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  t h e  s t e p s  t h a t  f o l l o w  t h e  s h o r t  s t r a i g h t  

segm e n t s  s tem m in g  f r o m  t h e  l a s t  s l i p  l i n e  o f  t h e  s t o p  b a n d , a n d  w h i c h  

a r e  s t r i k i n g l y  c l e a r  i n  t h e  c u r v e d  s t o p p e d  f r o n t s  (  s e e  f o r  e x a m p le  

F i g .  4 . 3  ) .  I t  i s  p r o p o s e d  t h a t  t h e s e  s h o r t  s t r a i g h t  s e g m e n ts  a r e  d u e  

t o  s u r f a c e  in d u c e d  c r o s s - s l i p  o n  t h e  ( 0 1 0 )  p l a n e  o f  o n e  e n d  o f  t h e  

(  1 0 1 )  <101> d i s l o c a t i o n  l o o p s  t o  r e d u c e  t h e i r  l i n e  l e n g t h .  T h e  m e c h a n ism  

o f  c r o s s - s l i p  n e a r  a  s u r f a c e  h a s  b e e n  d e s c r i b e d  b y  G ilm a n  ( 1 1 )  a n d  

A p p e l  a n d  M e s s e r s c h m id t  ( 1 2 ) .  T h e  s u r f a c e - i n d u c e d  c r o s s - s l i p  c a n n o t  

p r o c e e d  f a r t h e r  t h a n  t h e  p l a c e  w h e r e  b o t h  c l e a v a g e  s u r f a c e s  a r e  u n i t e d .  

When t h e  c r a c k  r e s t a r t s ,  a  u n i t  c l e a v a g e  s t e p  s t e m s  fr o m  e a c h  c r o s s  

s l i p p e d  d i s l o c a t i o n .

The observed sequence of signs of the short segments stemming

from the stop land, c a n  be understood in terms of this model. If two

neighbouring dislocations of opposite sign are very close together,

the corresponding steps run together for a short time until they

annihilate, giving rise to the pairs described in section 4. 3. 4.b)

CFig. 4.29). Pairs belonging to adjacent loops have always the sane

sequence of signs (positive-negative or viceversa), while the presence

o f  some pairs with the opposite sequence (nsgative-positive or viceversa)

can be accounted for by the annihilation of steps stemning from both

ends of snail dislocation loops. (Fig. 6 . 4. a and 6.4.b ).
<>

Isolated short longitudinal segments are frequently observed 

in  crack fronts roughly parallel to [910] and have not been observed 

for crack fronts which differ appreciably from[010] e.g. Figs. 4.22 and 

4 .29. It is suggested that they result from small longitudinal loops 

nucleated ahead of the crack tip that could later expand slightly under 

residual stresses up to the last transverse slip line. Hie fact 

that none of these segments have been observed for inclined
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Fig. 6.4a and b. Stop band. Annihilation of pairs of short lines.
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stop bands is consistent with this suggestion; the longitudinal 

systems are less active for cracks propagating off the [1 0 0] direction, 

as already discussed for the bundles of longitudinal lines appearing 

in the tartan pattern zone.

The behaviour of the short segments included in the stop 

band near high cleavage steps, described in section 4.3.4 a) can 

be understood in terms of the two mechanisms mentioned above: the 

cross-slip of the end of transverse dislocation loops and the presence 

of snail longitudinal dislocation loops. In effect, cleavage steps 

stemming from the short longitudinal segments support the assumption 

that the surface-induced cross-slip mechanism is operative. Where the 

crack front is deflected from the [010] direction towards the [l00] 

d irection by the inhomogeneous stress distribution associated with a 

high cleavage step (see Fig. 4.24), the presence of isolated [OlOj 

s egments can be explained by the expansion of small transverse loops. 

These transverse loops originate ahead of the stopped crack front 

which is here parallel to [lOO] . They tend to expand under the strong 

stresses created by the high cleavage step rather than to cross-slip 

to reduce their line length.

6.3.3. Ctch pits

The relationship between the etch pit distribution described

in section 4.4 and the microstructures observed by electron microscopy

of decorated replicas will be discussed in this section.
>

It is believed that the absence of etch pits in the slip 

bands is the result of macroscopic slip which must have occurred 

b y  the stresses introduced by the wedge opening of the crystal arms.

In effect the curvature of the cleavage halves observed even by -the 

naked eye when cleavage is completed, must be related to localized 

macroscopic slip. Moreover slip bands observed in etched specimens



must correspond to macroscopic slip, because relatively snail slip 

steps are dissolved during etching.

Dislocation filled bands like the one shown in Fig. 4.36 have 

often been observed at stop bands, particularly where they are slightly 

inclined to the [010 ] direction. These dislocation bands mark the 

at-rest position of a crack front. The dislocation loops are here 

d isplaced in parallel planes along the curved front and cannot give 

rise to macroscopic slip unlike dislocations lying along non-curved 

s ections of the crack front.

It is not easy to reconcile the apparent absence of aligned 

etch pits in the tartan pattern zone with the mechanism proposed to 

explain the presence of bundles of longitudinal slip lines in decorated 

replicas. In order to further investigate whether or not there are 

dislocations emerging at both ends of longitudinal bundles it is proposed 

t o  analyze matching cleavage surfaces, one of which would be etched 

and the other decorated.

6.4. Restarting zone with inclined steps

Decorated replicas of sodium chloride cleavage surfaces show, 

i n  the zone immediately ahead of the stop band, an intricate pattern 

formed simultaneously by a river pattern and something similar to a 

1 ightning pattern (see section 4.3.5 ). This intricate pattern arises 

from the inperfect healing which is usually present when the crack is 

hal tec) As the ci ystal surfaces become more intimately united, there is 

a variable mismatch at numerous sites of the cleavage surfaces. When 

c laavage is restarted, it must cut through these faulted regions 

producing a multitude of unit cleavage steps. The rough surfaces 

observed in Figs. 4.8. and 4.24, for example, are produced in this

manner
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must correspond to macroscopic slip, because relatively small slip 

steps are dissolved during etching.

Dislocation filled bands like the one shown in Fig. 4.36 have 

often been observed at stop bands, particularly where they are slightly 

inclined to the [010 ] direction. These dislocation bands mark the 

at-rest position of a crack front. The dislocation loops are here 

d isplaced in parallel planes along the curved front and cannot give 

rise to macroscopic slip unlike dislocations lying along non-curved 

s ections of the crack front.

It is not easy to reconcile the apparent absence of aligned 

etch pits in the tartan pattern zone with the mechanism proposed to 

explain the presence of bundles of longitudinal slip lines in decorated 

replicas. In order to further investigate whether or not there are 

dislocations emerging at both ends of longitudinal bundles it is proposed 

t o  analyze matching cleavage surfaces, one of which would be etched 

a n d  the other decorated.

6.4. Restarting zone with-inclined steps

Decorated replicas of sodium chloride cleavage surfaces show, 

i n  the zone immediately ahead of the stop band, an intricate pattern 

formed simultaneously by a river pattern and something similar to a 

1 ightning pattern (see section 4.3.5 ). This intricate pattern arises 

from the imperfect healing which is usually present when the crack is 

halted.) As the crystal surfaces become more intimately united, there is 

a variable mismatch at numerous sites of the cleavage surfaces. When 

c leavage is restarted, it must cut through these faulted regions 

producing a multitude of unit cleavage steps. The rough surfaces 

observed in Figs. 4.8. and 4.24, for example, are produced in this 

manner



Etching of these faulted regions yields shallow, rounded 

large pits (see section 4.4) showing that the "healed in" dislocations 

are of a different nature than those introduced when stressing a 

crystal either by propagating a decelerating crack or by applying 

compressive or tensile stresses.

Atomic mechanisms involved in the healing process cannot 

be further investigated by electron microscopy of decorated replicas 

due to the roughness of the surfaces.

6 .5. V or lightning zone

It is widely known that the V or lightning pattern is the 

s urface structure left by a cleavage crack running freely at high 

velocities in a direction different from 100 in alkali halide 

crystals.

Different mechanisms have been proposed (by Forwood (2 ), 

Forwood and Forty ( 13) ,  Robins et al. (10 ) ,  Bums and Webb ( 9 ) ,  

Levi (14) ,  Bethge (15) ) to explain the formation of this type of 

s tructure.

Most of the authors proposed the hypothesis that the Vs 

are formed by a cleavage step and a slip step although two different 

mechanisms were suggested. This hypothesis sounds convincing for Vs 

in which one of the arms is parallel to the [lOO] direction. But for 

V s in which both arms are curved or follow irrational directions, 

this hypothesis implies that a large number of dislocations are cross- 

slipping following parallel irrational paths. No other situation is 

known where a large number of neighbouring individual dislocations 

cross-slip along parallel curved or irrational paths and it is hard
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to believe in such a uniform behaviour for dislocations not moving 

in the ir usual slip planes.

Furthermore, any proposed mechanism should be able to 

explain the nearly identical behaviour of both arms of the Vs when 

the crack is running at slower velocities: as described in section 

4 .3.2 they both tend to align parallel to the crystallographically 

preferred [lOO] direction.

No alternative mechanism can be proposed at present for the 

formation of this widely known pattern, but the accepted mechanisms 

do not meet all the types of patterns observed in practice.

6 .6. High cleavage steps

The asymmetry of the microstructures observed by electron 

microscopy at both levels of a high cleavage step described in section

4.3.4.a), has been studied by Forwood C 2), who, based on observations 

o f  decorated replicas, stated that the front of the crack is only 

distorted on one side of a high cleavage step. He suggested that the 

localized distortion of the crack front is not symmetrical about a 

cleavage step slightly inclined to the direction of crack propagation.

It is believed that a complete study of this asymmetry must 

take into account the undercut existing beneath high cleavage steps 

and the subsequent appearance of "healed-in" dislocations. Fig. 6.7 

is a schematic diagram of typical structures observed in optical 

mic-ogrjphs of high cleavage steps such as in Fig. 4.4, It can be 

seen the overlapping of the crack fronts proceeding the formation of 

a high cleavage step.

Following Swain et al. (16) it is considered that the cracks

on adjacent planes approach each other from mutually opposing directions
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Fig, 6,5 High cleavage steps: overlapping of the crack fronts 

preceding its formation and resulting undercut.
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transverse to the main crack front. It is proposed that small and 

monoatomic cleavage steps at both levels of a high cleavage step are 

formed at this stage, before the complete separation of the cleavage 

halves takes place. They are perpendicular to the crack fronts, thereby 

resulting perpendicular to the riser of the high cleavage step as was 

observed in Fig. 4,4 and is sketched in Fig. 6 .S, The deflected portions 

of the steps at the lower level remain in the undercut surface of the 

s teps and cannot be observed in the decorated replicas. This is 

considered to be the origin of the apparent asymmetry of the cleavage 

step microstructures observed by electron microscopy at both levels of 

a high cleavage step. This does not imply that all microstruetures at 

both levels should be strictly symmetrical. It supports the view 

expressed by Swain et al. on the need of extreme caution in the 

interpretation of deformation patterns associated with high cleavage 

s teps.

Plastic deformation arising when the high cleavage step is 

f ormed could bring about some kind of asymmetry in the slip micro- 

struet ures, It rerains to be studied whether this kind of asymmetry 

takes actually place. This study is complicated because it is necessary 

to distinguish between three kinds of structures: small cleavage steps, 

posterior plastic deformation and " healed-in " dislocations.

6 .7. Cross-slip structures
>
It has previously been reported (2, 11, 12 ) that individual

d islocations with a screw component can cross-slip along different 

crystallographic planes as well as following curved paths. For example, 

Forwood observed cross-slip structures in sodium chloride crystals 

whic h 'he suggested should have been the result of dislocation cross-slip
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along a plane of the type 122 . He proposed that this cross-slip

took place due to heating during preparation of the replica.

.An effort was made to ascertain which of the cross-slip 

structures observed in decorated replicas are an artifact due to the 

heating of the specimen and which correspond to other mechanisms, such 

as sur face-induced cross-slip or cross-slip due to the presence of 

obstacles in the path of a moving dislocation.

Ncn-crystallographic cross-slip of individual dislocations 

occurs mostly in heated specimens and is negligible in shadow-decorated 

r eplicas,

Some of the decoration structures found at room temperature 

have been interpreted in section 6.3.2 as due to surface-induced cross

slip of dislocations after the new surfaces have been created. Appal 

and Messerschmidt (12) stated that cross-slip of individual dislocations 

occurs mostly when they are immobile. This seems to be true for the 

surface-induced cross-slip of dislocations, but it is not the case for 

the f requently observed cross-slip structures such as the one shown in 

Fig. h,21 which must be related to mobile dislocations.

Enclosed polygonal figures such as those described by Robins 

and Rhodin for magnesium oxide, were sometimes observed in the tartan 

patte m  zone of replicas of sodium chloride crystals. They are probably 

related to cross-slip but they are not frequent enough to be considered

representative of the surface structures associated with unsteady crack 
■>

propagation.

It has been possible by observation of shadcw-decorated replicas, 

t o distinguish between thermal activated cross-slip due to heating of 

t he specimen and surface -induced cross-slip or cross-slip due to 

intens ive plastic deformation.

i*. I ,
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS

7 .1. Sunmary

In this chapter the conclusions derived from the descriptions 

of previous chapters will be summarized and discussed.

From the outset the aim of this research has been to study 

the atomic mechanisms involved in the plastic deformation accompanying 

accelerations and decelerations of cleavage cracks in alkali halide 

crystals. For this reason a comprehensive study was made of the surface 

markings left by the propagation of a hesitating crack in sodium 

c hloride.

Arguments have been presented which indicate the necessity 

to integrate the partial information already available.

A  special apparatus was designed to study surface structures 

by optical and electron microscopy. It included facilities to control 

the atmosphere during specimen preparation,

It was found that the study of surface features 

characteristic of crack propagation at different velocities could be 

su itably performed on a crystal by stopping a cleavage crack several 

t imes and observing the zones between successive stopped fronts.

From this study five zones with distinctive characteristic 

surface features were considered both at a macroscopic and at a 

microscopic level, and different relative velocities were assigned 

to each of them.

Ihe good reproducibility of the results justifies making 

further experiments to extract quantitative measurements of the 

velocities acting in each zone. An atteirpt was rade to measure crack
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veloci ties and a brief description of the experiments both performed 

and planned is included in the next section.

Many arguments have been presented in favour of the hypothesis 

that the longitudinal mode of deformation is the one which contributes 

mo st to the transverse bands associated with a stopped crack. However 

i t is evident from the X-ray topography and 1116 electron microsoopy 

results that what characterizes the deceleration process is the 

activation of the transverse system. Using the knowledge which has been 

obtained of the processes involved in the deceleration of cleavage cracks, 

a simplified model vas constructed. It illustrates the manner in which 

the activated transverse system is the origin of the cleavage structures 

observed at the stop bands. A limited correlation has been established 

between etch pit density and the density of surface structures at the 

same zone.

The presence of the longitudinal system in the deceleration 

zone is observed mainly through the presence of bundles of longitudinal 

slip 1 ines. In order to discern whether both longitudinal conjugate 

systems are active, a new and improved decoration technique was 

developed. Previous models could not account for the characteristics 

r evealed by this new technique and a new mechanism has been proposed 

to correlate the activation of the longitudinal systems with the 

observed characteristic structures. Interactions between orthogonal and 

oblique slip systems were taken into account in the proposed mechanisms.

To test the generality of the derived conclusions, electron 

microsoopy and X-ray topography studies were carried out on lithium 

fluoride. Qualitatively the same results were obtained, although less 

transverse deformation was found due to the lesser plasticity of the 

lithium fluoride crystals. It is most probable that these surface
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s truc tures are common to a large number of materials with similar 

crystalline structure.

In conclusion: the present work constitutes the first stage 

of a research programme into the atomic mechanisms involved in the 

plastic deformation associated with decelerations of cleavage cracks 

in ionic materials. A  clear overall picture of the surface structures 

generated by accelerations and decelerations of cleavage cracks in 

sodium chloride and lithium fluoride has been gained. Sane tentative 

models have been proposed. C/uantitative measurements and a theoretical 

analysis of the proposed mechanisms are justified by Hie generality of 

the observed surface structures.

7.2. Futur e work

In order to measure crack propagation velocity it is 

neces sary to cleave the crystal in a reproducible fashion. One of the 

simple st ways to propagate cracks with reasonably reproducible 

velocities is by the use of an apparatus similar to that described by 

Gilman. In this device crystals are cleaved by a chisel fitted to a 

pendulum arm (Fig. 7.1 ), The chisel is released from a predetermined 

height and strikes the crystal with a known momentum.

Ihe simple circuit of Fig. 7.2 was used to determine crack 

propagation velocities. For this purpose a series of parallel silver 

s triples were evaporated on a lateral surface of the crystal; these 

s triples are connected by an evaporated silver stripe on one side and 

by a resistive stripe of a painted Dag carbon on the other. During 

cl eavage silver stripies are successively broken and resulting changes 

in resistance are displayed in a Tektronix 565 oscilloscope provided
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Fig. 7,1. Cleavage device



with a Polaroid camera. By recording the time between successive 

ruptures of the silver stripes an average velocity of the crack between 

the positions of two stripes can be determined, Fig. 7.3 illustrates 

a typical oscillogram showing the change of resistance as each stripe 

vas broken. This oscillogram was obtained with a circuit evaporated 

with a mask in which stripes were 0.2 mm  wide and were separated by 1.5

Fig. 7.3. Oscillogram showing the change of resistance as 

four silver evaporated stripes were broken.

G ood reproducible results have- been obtained.

The resolution of the velocity record depends on the width 

and spacing of the stripes.

It is impossible with the facilities presently available in 

the Argent ine Atomic Energy Commission to construct a mask adequate 

to provide enough resolution to measure crack propagation velocities 

in the zon es described in Cliapter 4, whose lengths are of the order



of a hundred microns or less; in principle the method could achieve 

the required result.

The necessary facilities to measure the crack propagation 

velocities operative in the experiments described in this research 

oould be provided only by an institution with advanced electronic 

technology. Thes«. measurements should be accompanied by the 

determination of other variables intervening in crack propagation 

theory as well as in plastic deformation theory C e.g, applied force). 

Only when these data are available the proposed mechanism can be 

quantitatively compared with theories on plastic deformation 

associated with crack propagation.

Besides, in order to mate a theoretical analysis of observed 

cleavage structures, it is necessary to discriminate between elementary 

cleavage steps and slip steps. This discrimination is particularly 

difficult for elementary cleavage steps trailing out of a cleavage 

crack propagating nearly parallel to [lOO] .

This problem can be approached by the application of the 

nucleation theory analysis to the observation of decorated replicas 

obtained under very carefully controlled conditions.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the effectiveness of the 

decoration process, as given by the ratio of the nuoleation rates on 

steps and on flat surfaces, is a function of the included angles of 

the steps. It should be different for cleavage steps ( included angle: 

90T and for slip steps (included angle: 135°),

In order to determine this ratio with great accuracy, it 

would be necessary to study replicas decorated with very small nuclei
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On a shadow decoration technique
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The thin film decoration technique was first developed by Bassett1 for the 
study of cleavage surfaces in ionic crystals. The original te hnique consists of the 
evaporation of a metal in a vacuum of 10_4-10~5 Torr, then., tal atoms impinging 
perpendicularly on a freshly cleaved surface of the crystal maintained at about 
120 °C. An extremely light deposit develops in the form of small particles pre
dominantly nucleated on the imperfections of the surface. Details of the surface 
structure on an atomistic scale are thus rendered visible. The decoration mechanism 
depends on the mobility of the metal atoms on the substrate and on the high 
density of nucleation sites along the surface steps. When the sample is heated 
thermal agitation increases and nucleation and growth of the metal clusters are 
enhanced. Poor results are obtained on crystals kept at room temperature.

We have found that v ry good decorations can be obtained at room tem
perature if the metal atoms strike the crystal surface at near grazing incidence, 
say 2°-3'. Under such conditions the principal component of the kinetic energy 
of the arriving atoms lies in the plane of the surface; these metal atoms may 
travel for long distances on the surface and a larger proportion of them are 
collected at steps. Since nucleation occurs almost exclusively on these preferential 
sites, a very low density of nuclei is obtained on the flat areas and resolution is 
improved (Fig. 1). This constitutes an important advanoe in technique, since 
possible modification of cleavage structures due to the heat-activated movement 
f the dislocations is avoided by decorating the crystals at room temperature.

An additional asset of this shadow decoration technique is the possibility of 
termining the sense of some of the steps running perpendicularly to the pro

pagation direction of the arriving gold atoms. While the size of nuclei along one 
and the same step is approximately constant, there are basically two sizes of nuclei 
that condense on different monatomic steps. This difference in size may be related 
to the sense of the steps: on what we call a positive monatomic step, the atoms 
arrive at a re-entrant angle and large nuclei are condensed; although no shadow 
can be observed on monatomic negative steps, diffusing atoms render them 
visible through the condensation of small nuclei. In order to make this difference 
more evident it is advisable to evaporate slightly larger amounts of gold than 
those necessary to obtain an optimum decoration (Fig. 2). It is then possible to 
determine the sense of the steps provided they are not too closely spaced. In this 
last case, the size of nuclei is fairly uniform.
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Fig. I. Typical gold shadow decoration at room temperature and 10“ 5 Torr of a cleaved rock«1 
surface. Glancing angle: 2°.

Fig. 2. Shadow decoration at room temperature and 10 5 Torr of a cleaved rocksalt surface 
amount of gold evaporated was about three times that necessary for optimum decoration

As even monatomic steps lying in the shadow of large steps are ne. 
decorated, it is possible to compare slip lines appearing on the two levels o 
cleavage step.

The author wishes to thank Professor G. A. Bassett for valuable advice.

I G. A. Bassett. Phil. M ag.. J  (1958) 1042.
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B  10 SINGLE CRYSTAL L INE PROF ILE A NA L Y S I S

I I . APPLICATION TO NEUTRON 1RRAOIATFP LiF S I NGLE 

CRYSTALS . (# )

C c c T l U  A. P i mentel , I n s t i t u t o  oe F í s i c a ,  Uni ver  

side.de de Sao Pa u l o ,  CP 20517, Sao Paulo - SP.
Bras  11 , and S.  C a t l c h a E l l i s .  I n s t i t u t o  de F T s i 

ca ,  U n i ve rs i d ade  Es t adua l  de Campiñas ,  CP 1170,

Campinas - SP - B r a s i l ,
L ine  p r o f i l e  a n a l y s i s  o f  s i n g l e  c r y s t a l  

re f l ec t * ' ans  o f  L1F i r r a d i a t e d  under w e l l '  

c o n t r o l l e d  c o n d i t i o n s  1n the core o f  a swimming 

pool r ea c t or  are compared wi th  the p r o f i l e s  

g i ven  by n o n - i r r a d l a t e d  L1F.

The I n f l u e n c e  o f  such parameters  as the 

temperature o f  the sample d ur i n g  i r r a d i a t i o n ,  

neutron s pect ra  and background gamma r a d i a t i o n  

on the l i n e  p r o f i l e  1s d es c r i b ed  and ana lyzed.

The compl ex i ty  o f  the changes I n v o l ved  prec ludes  

a complete i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  1n terms o f  s p e c i f i c  

defec t s  and t h e i r  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  An 1n t e r p re ta t i o n  

I n  terms o f  the dynamics o f  the damaging process  

i s  attempted as wel l  as a c o r r e l a t i o n  o f  some 

p r o f i l e  parameters  wi th t hose  o f  the 

c or res po nd i ng  c r y s t a l  p l a ne s .

( * )  Research sponsered by BNDE,CNPq,FAPESP,BID.

B 11 ?¿EDICION DE ALTA DENSIDAD DE DISLOCA
CIONES EN CRISTALES DE NaCl.
Victoria Miguez (1), Lelia S. de Vainer (2).
Se desarrolló un método de ataque quirico para 
medir altas densidades de dislocaciones en su
perficies de cristales de CINa.
Las réplicas de las superficies atacadas se fo
tografiaron en el microscopio electrónico y se? 
midieron densidades del orden de 10 »áisloc./cn‘ ,

en zonas en que se habían frenado grietas de 
clivale.- v
A chemical etchant was developed to peas are 
dislocation density in highily pitjtical ly de
formed j&L zones of cleavage surfaces of I aCl 
crystals.
Replicas of the etched eurfuces were observed 
Jn.the electron microscopy. Densities of approx.
10~ dialocationa/cm were measured in zones 
where u cleavage crack had been stoppei.
(3) UTN Pac. Reg. By.As., CTT y Dto. de Física.

Medrano 951. Buenos Aires, Argentina.
CMKA. División Cristalograffa y Fisicojuf- 

ini ca de Sólidos.
Avda. del Libertador 8250. buenos 
Aires, Argentina.

(;•*) (Ml*/.. División Cristalografía y Fisicoq .í- 
inica de Sólidos.
vdu. del Libertador 6250. hueros 

Aires», Argentino.
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P 1 TOPOGRAFI/
HALUROS ALCALINOS.

T)E RAYO.: X EN CRISTALES

E. Kanghi (1) y L.S. de '.‘,'ainer (2)

En el presente trabajo se estudiaron por topo
grafía de rayos X las estructuras de disloca
ciones producidas por clivnje en cristales de 
CINa y FLi y se compararon con la3 obtenidas 
en FLi por otros autores.

Dislocation structures generated by cleavage 
in NaCl and LiP single crystals were studied 
by X-ray topography and compared with previous 
results on LiP as reported by different authors.

(1) CITEFA. Laboratorio de Fisica del Sòlido.
Zufriategui y Varela, Villa Mar
telli, Prov. Ba.As.

(2) COREA. División Cristalografía y Fisico
química de Sólidos.
Avda. del Libertador 8250, Buenos 
Aires.

P 2 MEDIDAS DE CORREÇÀO DE DISPERSAO
PARA O ZR POR INTERFEROMETRIA DE RAIOS-X, M. 
Hart, H.H.Wills Physics Laboratory, University 
of Bristol,’ C.Cusatis, Departamento de Fisica, 
Universidade Federal do Paraná.

Desenvolveu-se um interferòmetro de raios-x 
de varredura em que o deslocamento relativo de 
urna das placas e feito por força eletrostática. 
Elimina-se assim a vibraçao transmitida pelo 
contacto mecánico existente nos modelos anteri
ores .

Utilizando-se iste interferometro e o meto
do de determinaçâo de espessura, cujo erro é 
predominante néste caso, sujerida pelos auto
res em 197*4 mediu-se o índice de refraçào par.a 
o Zr no comprimente de onda da raia MoKa e en- 
controu-se

A f 1 i 2,6« I 0 , M 8.
Mostra-se que a precisáo pode ser incremen- 

tada por um fator de 10.
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P 2 MEDIDAS DE CORREÇÂO DE DISPERSAO
PARA O ZR POR INTERl'EROMETRIA DE RAIOS-X, M
Hart, H.H.Wills Physics Laboratory, University 
of Bristol,' C.Cusatis, Departamento de Fisica, 
Universidade Federal do Parana.

Desenvolveu-se um interferometro de raios-x 
de varredura em que o deslocamento relativo de 
urna das plaças é feito por força eletrostâtica 
Elimina-se assim a vibraçào transmitida pelo 
contacto mecânico existente nos irodëlos anteri 
ores.

Utilizando-se iste interferòmetro e o meto
do de determinaçâo de espessura, cujo erro é 
predominante neste caso, sujerida pelos auto- 
res em 1974 mediu-se o indica de refraçào par.a 
o Zr no comprimente de onda la raia MoKa e en- 
controu-se

Af' ± 2,64 i 0,48.
Mostra-se que a precisào pode ser incremen

tada por um fator de 10.

Pl TOrOGRAFIA DE RAYO.-; X EN CRISTALES
HALUROS ALCALI-.-OS.

E. Kanghi (1) y L.S. de Wainer (2)

En el presente trabajo se estudiaron por topo
grafía de rayos Z las estructuras de disloca
ciones producidas por clivaje en cristales de 
CINa y FLi y se compararon con la3 obtenidas 
en FLi por otros autores.

Dislocation structures generated by cleavage 
in NaCl and LiF single crystals were studied 
by X-ray topography and compared with previous 
results on LiF as reported by different authors.
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